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Abstract

When seeking inspiration for a future theory of quantum gravity, studying black

holes is a promising ansatz, since they present us with several puzzles at the intersec-

tion of quantum theory and gravity. Among these is their entropy: although there

are compelling arguments for its existence, its origin and statistical meaning remain

a mystery. Previous work showed that at least some aspects of this phenomenon can

be accounted for by the entanglement of quantum �elds across the horizon: If a �eld

is globally in a pure state, yet part of it is hidden behind the event horizon, then the

reduced state of the remainder possesses non-zero entropy. This is the possibility

we explore in the present work, in the simplest of settings: a ground-state scalar

�eld, de�ned in three-dimensional, �at or uniformly curved space. We reduce the

problem to that of coupled harmonic oscillators by discretizing space, and derive an

expression for the entropy, which is evaluated numerically. The results show that

the entropy scales with the boundary area of the inaccessible region, a key feature

of black hole entropy known as the area law. Furthermore, we conclude that the

dominant contribution to the entropy is due to short-range interactions, and discuss

some physical implications of this insight for the puzzle of black hole entropy.

Keywords: black hole, entanglement entropy, area law, quantum �eld theory in

curved spacetime
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Conventions and notation

Throughout this work, unless stated otherwise, we use natural units, such that the

speed of light in vacuum, and the Newton, Boltzmann and Planck constants are all

equal to unity:

c = G = k = ~ = 1.

The unit length in this system is the Planck length, LPl ≡
√

~G/c3 ≈ 10−35m, and

the unit mass is MPl =≡
√

~c/G ≈ 10−8kg, the Planck mass.

Throughout this work, the indices l and m are used mostly for partial waves.

When the context makes it clear that this is the case, their range, l = 0, 1, ... and

m = −l,−l + 1, ..., l, is suppressed for the sake of notational simplicity.

In the sections involving general relativity, we use the metric signature (−,+,+,+).

The components of a matrix (or vector) A are denoted by Aij (or Ai), and its

transpose is AT . We use A−1 for the inverse of a square matrix, if it exists. If A

can be diagonalized by a transformation U , let AD ≡ UAUT denote the resulting

diagonal matrix. We use I for the identity matrix.

The asterisk (∗) denotes complex conjugation, and ı ≡
√
−1.

v



1 Introduction

The two pillars on which our current understanding of physics is built, quantum

theory and general relativity, are at the same time indispensable and incompatible.

The conceptual tensions between them run so deep that their uni�cation, leading

to some larger theory of quantum gravity, has been declared the �Holy Grail� of

modern physics. The approaches to the construction of this new theory can be

roughly divided into two classes: on the one hand, �top-down� approaches attempt

to deduce the entire structure of the new theory from formal principles, before

making predictions about speci�c phenomena. However, we �nd it more promising

to begin by studying the phenomena governed by such a theory, seeking conceptual

insights and fundamental physical principles to guide the search for a more abstract

description, in the spirit of a �bottom-up� approach. One might argue that this is

the way in which quantum mechanics was �rst discovered, starting with the puzzle

of black body radiation and experiments about interfering matter waves. This, not

formal considerations about Hilbert spaces, led to the change of paradigm from

classical to quantum. It stands to reason that the same approach will inspire the

next, probably even more revolutionary leap in our view of the world.

The challenge lies in �nding such phenomena, that is, systems in which quantum

mechanics and gravity play equally important roles. This is the reason for studying

black holes: They readily provide us with several puzzles at the interface of quantum

theory, in particular as it pertains to information, and gravity. One major issue

is known as the information loss paradox : Hawking [1] showed that black holes

evaporate, losing mass while emitting thermal, featureless radiation. Thus, any

information they absorbed throughout their existence must either be returned to

the outer universe, by some as yet unknown mechanism, or be destroyed. The latter

possibility is particularly troubling in the context of quantum mechanics, which

does not allow for information loss, since that would imply non-unitary evolution.

However, Wald [2], for example, argues that the information passes into a region of

spacetime to which the asymptotic observers have no access, thereby avoiding the

paradox. However, we defer this discussion to the literature on the topic1, since this

phenomenon is not the object of the present work.

We focus instead on another unanswered question, which arises from the fact that

black holes act as thermodynamic objects. This idea, too, builds on the discovery

that black holes emit thermal radiation, hence possessing a temperature. It was also

suggested by Bekenstein's argument that black holes could violate the second law of

1Besides the references cited in the text, Preskill's review [3] and Hawking's seminal paper on
the problem [4] may be of interest.
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thermodynamics unless one assigns an entropy to them as well [5].2 The microscopic

origin and statistical meaning of this entropy, however, remain unclear.

The question has been addressed in a variety of contexts, and several approaches

suggest that entanglement may be in some form responsible, although the details

are still being debated. For this reason, we base this work on the least complex

mechanism, as it was originally proposed by Bombelli, Koul, Lee and Sorkin [6]: they

attribute the entropy to quantum �elds living in the black hole spacetime, which

are entangled across the event horizon and hence possess entanglement entropy. We

stress that this explanation requires no additional hypotheses beyond comparatively

well-understood, noncontroversial ideas from quantum theory and general relativity,

yet it can account for the appearance of entropy. Indeed, a similar approach, of equal

conceptual simplicity, has already successfully explained another thermodynamic

property of black holes, in the context of the Hawking e�ect (see section 4.2).

The model can be simpli�ed even further by transposing it to �at space instead

of a black hole background, introducing an arbitrary ad hoc boundary to replace

the event horizon. Srednicki [7] showed that this setup still generates entropy in

the case of spherical regions, and reproduces the key features one expects from the

entropy of a black hole (as detailed in section 4.3). This raises the question of how

well entanglement alone, without explicit reference to gravitational aspects, can

account for black hole entropy. It is this question that we propose to address here,

by extending Srednicki's work to regions of di�erent geometries in �at space, as well

as space with uniform curvature, and massive �elds. We hope that this will provide

valuable insights into the mechanism that endows black holes with entropy.

To this end, we begin by reviewing concepts and results from quantum theory,

general relativity and quantum �eld theory (sections 2 through 4) that are relevant

to our approach to black hole entropy. Section 5 builds on this basis in deriving

analytical expressions for the entanglement entropy of coupled harmonic oscillators.

These are then generalized to quantum �elds, and the details of evaluating them

numerically for di�erent setups are discussed. The results regarding the behaviour

of the entanglement entropy (for instance how it depends on factors such as the

geometry of the traced-out region and the mass of the �eld, and in particular the

area law) are presented in section 6. Finally, section 7 is devoted to the conclusions

we draw from these results. Lengthier derivations of mathematical identities that are

used throughout the work are gathered in appendix A, while appendix B contains

the Mathematica® code used in the numerical calculations.

2The subject of black hole thermodynamics is introduced in more detail in section 4.3.
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2 Quantum theory

This section covers speci�c topics from quantum theory that are relevant to the

present work. Although part of the content may be familiar to the reader from

undergraduate courses, it has been included not only for the sake of completeness,

but to clarify the conceptual foundations on which the later chapters are built.

2.1 Density matrices, pure and mixed states

In this work, by a pure (quantum) state we mean a state that can be represented

by a single state vector, which is a linear combination of elements of a basis of

Hilbert space. This basis can consist of eigenstates of an observable, for instance

{|+z〉, |−z〉}, the eigenstates of the spin component Sz, to describe the spin degrees

of freedom of a single (localized) electron. Examples of pure states are |+z〉 and
1√
2

(|+z〉+ |−z〉) = |+x〉, which are eigenstates of Sz and Sx, respectively. In the

latter case, while a measurement of Sx will certainly yield +~/2 (spin �pointing� in

the +x̂ direction) , a measurement of Sz has a 50% probability of �nding the spin

up (+ẑ) and 50% down (−ẑ).
The de�nition of a pure state is best illustrated by contrasting it with that of

a mixed state: the latter is described not by a single linear combination of basis

states, but several such pure states, which can be found with certain probabilities.

Consider again the electron, now in a state that is 50% |+z〉 and 50% |−z〉. A

measurement of Sz can, of course, detect the spin pointing either up or down with

equal probabilities. However, measuring Sx can also yield either +x̂ or −x̂, setting
this state apart from the pure |+x〉 considered above.

In order to track down the di�erence between pure and mixed states, suppose

we wish to compute the probability of �nding the spin pointing in the +x̂ direction.

Since the corresponding projection operator is

Proj = |+x〉〈+x| =
1√
2

(|+z〉+ |−z〉)
1√
2

(〈+z|+ 〈−z|) , (2.1)

the probability of �nding this result in a measurement on the pure state |ϕp〉 =
1√
2

(|+z〉+ |−z〉) is

Pp = |〈+x|ϕp〉|2 = 〈ϕp|Proj|ϕp〉

=
1√
2

(〈+z|+ 〈−z|)
[

1√
2

(|+z〉+ |−z〉)
1√
2

(〈+z|+ 〈−z|)
]

1√
2

(|+z〉+ |−z〉)

=
1

2
(1 + 1)

1

2
(1 + 1) = 1. (2.2)
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On the other hand, for the mixed state with 50% |+z〉 and 50% |−z〉, this probability
is

Pm =
1

2
〈+z|Proj|+z〉+

1

2
〈−z|Proj|−z〉 =

1

2

(
1√
2

1√
2

)
+

1

2

(
1√
2

1√
2

)
=

1

2
. (2.3)

Both expressions can be written as single matrix elements: for the mixed state,

Pm = 〈+x|
[

1

2
|+z〉〈+z|+

1

2
|−z〉〈−z|

]
|+x〉 =

1

2
, (2.4)

and for the pure state

Pp = 〈+x|
[

1

2
|+z〉〈+z|+

1

2
|+z〉〈−z|+

1

2
|−z〉〈+z|+

1

2
|−z〉〈−z|

]
|+x〉 = 1. (2.5)

The di�erence between the pure and mixed states becomes evident; in this case, it

lies in the cross terms, of the form |+z〉〈−z|.
The example shows that vectors are not su�cient to describe mixed states.

However, it already suggests the necessary generalization: the density operator (or

density matrix) ρ. For a normalized pure state |ϕ〉, it is simply ρ ≡ |ϕ〉〈ϕ|, or, in
the position representation

ρ (x, x′) = ϕ∗ (x)ϕ (x′) , (2.6)

where ϕ (x) ≡ 〈x|ϕ〉 is the wave function. When several such states |ϕk〉 are mixed

together, ρ is the sum of the corresponding density operators, multiplied by the

respective probabilities qk:

ρ ≡
∑
k

qk|ϕk〉〈ϕk|. (2.7)

The probability of �nding a given eigenvalue xn in a measurement of an observable

X is then the matrix element of the density operator between the corresponding

eigenvectors |xn〉:
Pn = 〈xn|ρ|xn〉 =

∑
k

qk |〈xn|ϕk〉|2 ≥ 0. (2.8)

The expectation value of X becomes

〈X〉 =
∑
n

xnPn =
∑
m,n

〈xm| [ρ|xn〉xn〈xn|] |xm〉 = Tr (ρX) , (2.9)

and taking X to be the identity operator, we �nd the normalization condition for ρ:

Tr (ρ) = 1. (2.10)
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We furthermore note that ρ in equation (2.7) is Hermitian, so its eigenvectors |ψk〉
span the Hilbert space. In this basis, ρ is diagonal,

ρ =
∑
k

pk|ψk〉〈ψk|; 〈ψk|ψl〉 = δkl, (2.11)

and its eigenvalues are

pk = 〈ψk|ρ|ψk〉 = Pk. (2.12)

These are the probabilities of �nding the basis state |ψk〉 in the mixture.

2.2 Bipartite systems, partial trace and entanglement

We will see that mixed states and consequently entropy appear naturally in bipartite

(and, by extension, multipartite) systems. For this reason, we begin by introducing

the formalism that will be used to treat them. Let AB be a system that can

be divided into A and B, let HA be the Hilbert space and {|ai〉} an arbitrary

orthonormal basis of the subsystem A (and similarly for B). Then the state space

of the composite system is given by the Kronecker product

HAB = HA ⊗HB, (2.13)

and a basis for it is

{|aibj〉} ≡ {|ai〉 ⊗ |bj〉} . (2.14)

Hence a generic state can be expanded as

|ϕ〉 =
∑
i,j

Cij|aibj〉. (2.15)

Likewise, operators on HAB are given by products of operators on HA and HB,

OAB = OA ⊗OB, (2.16)

or combinations thereof. The action of such operators is distributive,

OAB|ϕ〉 =
∑
i,j

Cij (OA|ai〉)⊗ (OB|bj〉) , (2.17)

as are scalar products:[∑
i,j

Cij〈aibj|

][∑
k,l

C ′kl|akbl〉

]
=
∑
i,j,k,l

CijC
′
kl〈ai|ak〉〈bj|bl〉 =

∑
i,j

CijC
′
ij. (2.18)

5



In particular, suppose the two subsystems do not interact: each is governed by

a Hamiltonian HA (HB) that acts only on the space HA (HB). Then the total

Hamiltonian of the system is

HAB = HA ⊗ IB + IA ⊗HB, (2.19)

and the ground state is

|0AB〉 = |0A〉 ⊗ |0B〉, (2.20)

the product of the ground states of A and B.

We can now describe how mixed states �appear� in a bipartite system: when the

whole, isolated system is in a pure state, but one ignores a part of this system (A),

then the remaining subsystem (B) is not necessarily left in a single, well-de�ned,

pure state, but sometimes in a mixed one.

As an example, consider two electrons, localized in di�erent positions so that

they are distinguishable. If this system is in the (pure) state

|ϕp〉 =
1√
2

(|+zA +zB〉+ |+zA −zB〉) = |+zA〉 ⊗
1√
2

(|+zB〉+ |−zB〉) , (2.21)

then any measurement bearing on B will give the same results as if one had taken a

single, isolated particle in the (also pure) state 1√
2

(|+z〉+ |−z〉). |ϕp〉 is an example

of a product state: one that can be written as a product of pure states of the

subsystems. In terms of the expansions coe�cients in equation (2.15), the necessary

and su�cient condition is that they can be factored as

Cij = cAicBj ∀i, j, (2.22)

or, equivalently,

|ϕp〉 =
∑
i,j

cAi|ai〉 ⊗ cBj|bj〉 = |ϕA〉 ⊗ |ϕB〉. (2.23)

Another example of product states are the eigenstates of products of operators.

Consider, for instance, the position operators XA and XB, and their eigenstates,

{|xA,B〉}. The product states {|xAxB〉} are eigenstates of XAB ≡ XA ⊗XB, as can

be veri�ed by substituting in equation (2.17). This implies that the wave function

of a product state in the position representation is

ϕp (xA, xB) ≡ 〈xAxB|ϕp〉 = 〈xA|ϕA〉〈xB|ϕB〉 ≡ ϕA (xA)ϕB (xB) , (2.24)

the product of the wave functions of the factors.

6



If, on the other hand, the state of the two-electron system is

|ϕe〉 ≡
1√
2

(|+zA +zB〉 − | −zA −zB〉) , (2.25)

then no such factorization into states of the subsystemsA andB is possible. However,

there still is a single-particle state that describes B, in the sense that it correctly

predicts the probabilities of all possible outcomes in measurements bearing only on

that subsystem. This is the reduced state of the subsystem B. To �nd this state, it

is not su�cient to simply ignore the state of A in |ϕe〉 and add the state vectors of

B:

|ϕe〉 = 1√
2

(|+zA +zB〉 − | −zA −zB〉)

; |ϕB〉 = 1√
2

(|+zB〉 − |−zB〉) . (2.26)

The problem is that global states (of the whole system) in which A is in di�erent

states (such as | +zA ±zB〉 and | −zA ±zB〉) are still orthogonal, even if one chooses

to ignore this subsystem. Therefore, in order to calculate the probability of �nding

B in a given state, one must add the probability amplitudes corresponding to such

states, not the vectors. Thus, |ϕe〉 leads to a reduced state that is 50% |+zB〉 and
50% |−zB〉, that is, a mixed state.

The fact that we may be dealing with mixed states suggests that we use density

operators in the general procedure for �nding the reduced state. Given ρAB, one

takes the matrix elements between the ket and the bra of a certain state of A � that

is, the probability amplitude � and sums (or integrates, for continuous variables)

over all these states. Since this amounts to taking a trace3 over part of the system,

it is called a partial trace, or �tracing out� subsystem A. The result of a partial trace

over A is the reduced state

ρB =
∑
n

〈anA|ρAB|anA〉, (2.27)

where {|anA〉} is a basis of the state space of A. In particular, if A corresponds to

one region of space, for instance consisting of the �eld degrees of freedom located

in that region, whereas the subsystem B corresponds to a di�erent region, one can

also say that the region A has been traced out.

3The trace of a matrix ρ is the sum of its diagonal elements on any basis {|n〉},

Tr (ρ) ≡
∑
〈n|ρ|n〉.
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As an example, let us calculate the reduced state of electron B when the global

state is |ϕe〉, given by expression (2.25) above: the density matrix of the whole

system is

ρe ≡ |ϕe〉〈ϕe| =
1

2
[|+zA +zB〉〈+zA +zB | − | −zA −zB〉〈+zA +zB |+ . . .] . (2.28)

When A is traced out, the �rst term survives, since the factors that refer to particle

A are equal in the ket and the bra4. The second, however, is |−zA±zB〉〈+zA±zB |, so
it does not count toward the reduced state. After applying this procedure to every

term, we �nd

ρB =
1

2
[|+zB〉〈+zB|+ |−zB〉〈−zB|] , (2.29)

a mixed state. It appears despite the fact that, if we had access to the complete state

|ϕe〉, and found A in the |+zA〉 (|−zA〉) state, then B would certainly be in |+zB〉
(|−zB〉). The mixture stems from our ignorance about A, either chosen deliberately

(for example, by not performing measurements on that subsystem) or imposed by

fundamental physical restrictions, such as the fact that the interior of a black hole

is inaccessible to asymptotic observers.

This phenomenon, that the reduced state is mixed even though the global state

is pure, arises because the subsystems A and B are entangled. In the case of a pure

global state, such as |ϕe〉 in expression (2.25), this means simply that the system

is not in a product state. For a generic state ρe, which can be pure or mixed, the

subsystems are said to be entangled if ρe can not be written as a convex combination

of product states [8],

ρe 6=
∑
i

piρ
i
A ⊗ ρiB. (2.30)

2.3 Entanglement entropy

According to statistical mechanics, a classical system that can occupy di�erent

microstates with a probability distribution {pk} possesses an entropy5

Sstat (ρ) = −
∑
k

pk ln pk. (2.31)

Similarly, a mixed quantum state ρ can be assigned a statistical entropy. In that case,

the {pk} in equation (2.31) are given by the eigenvalues of ρ, which represent the

4For convenience, we perform the derivation in the {|+z〉, |−z〉} basis, but the results are
independent of that choice.

5We note that kB , the Boltzmann constant, does not appear explicitly in any expression for the
entropy because we use natural units.
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probabilities of �nding the system in each of the orthonormal |ψk〉 that diagonalize
the density matrix (cf equation (2.11)). This gives the von Neumann entropy of the

state. It can also be expressed directly in terms of ρ as6

SvN (ρ) ≡ −kBTr (ρ ln ρ) . (2.32)

Like every entropy, SvN (ρ) is zero if ρ is a pure state and positive otherwise.

Note, however, that it is possible for a system AB to have zero von Neumann

entropy (corresponding to a pure state) even when the subsystems A and B both

have positive entropy (mixed states), because SvN is not necessarily additive over

entangled subsystems. For a product state7, on the other hand, additivity can be

proven as follows: let the state of the system be

ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB. (2.33)

In the bases that diagonalize ρA and ρB,

ρAB =
∑
n,m

pnApmB|ψnAψmB〉〈ψnAψmB|, (2.34)

subject to the normalization condition for ρA and ρB:∑
n

pnA =
∑
m

pmB = 1. (2.35)

Since the density matrix is diagonal, its logarithm is simply

ln ρAB =
∑
n,m

ln (pnApmB) |ψnAψmB〉〈ψnAψmB|. (2.36)

The entropy of ρAB is therefore

SvN (ρAB) =
∑
n,m

pnApmB ln (pnApmB) . (2.37)

6The logarithm of a matrix can be evaluated using the identity

ln ρ = lim
n→0

ρn − I
n

,

which arises in the context of the replica trick. Another possibility is to express the von Neumann
entropy directly in terms of the eigenvalues of ρ, as per equation (2.31).

7The most general non-entangled (that is, separable) state is given by a convex combination of
product states. However, one can only derive equalities for the entropy of such a state in special
cases, and for the purposes of this work, considering a single product state is su�cient.
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Considering the normalization of ρA and ρB, the von Neumann entropy of a product

state can then be written as

SvN (ρA ⊗ ρB) =

(∑
n

pnA ln pnA

)(∑
m

pmB

)
+

(∑
n

pnA

)(∑
m

pmB ln pmB

)
=
∑
n

pnA ln pnA +
∑
m

pmB ln pmB

= SvN (ρA) + SvN (ρB) , (2.38)

the sum of the entropies of ρA and ρB.

In particular, we are interested in the entropy that arises because part of a system

is inaccessible: suppose a bipartite system AB is in a pure state ρAB, but one only

has access to one of the subsystems. If its reduced state, ρred, is mixed, it possesses

non-zero entropy. Since this is only the case if A and B are entangled, the quantity

is known as entanglement entropy :

Se (ρAB, AB) ≡ SvN (ρred) . (2.39)

In most of this work, when the meaning is clear from context, both the von Neumann

and the entanglement entropy will be denoted simply by S. The purpose of the more

explicit notation above is to highlight a fact which, if overlooked, could cause some

confusion: The entanglement entropy is a global property of the whole system,

depending both on the global state ρAB and on the division into the subsystems A

and B. Nevertheless, it can be de�ned and calculated in terms of the reduced state

ρred of only one of the subsystems.

Notably, if the global state ρAB is pure, then it does not matter which of the

subsystems one uses to calculate the entanglement entropy: whether one traces over

A and takes −Tr [ρB ln ρB] or vice versa, the entropy is the same. This is known as

the symmetry theorem:

SvN (ρA) = SvN (ρB) = S. (2.40)

Proof: the density matrix of a pure state can be written as ρAB = |ϕ〉〈ϕ|, for
some |ϕ〉 =

∑
Cij|aibj〉, where {|ai〉} and {|bi〉} are bases of the Hilbert spaces

of A and B. Treating the coe�cients Cij as matrices, the matrix elements of the

reduced density operators on the respective bases are (ρA)ij =
(
CC†

)
ij
and (ρB)ij =(

CTC∗
)
ij

=
(
C†C

)
ji
. Now, the trace of a product of matrices is unchanged under

a cyclic permutation of the factors, so that Tr
(
ρkA
)

= Tr
(
ρkB
)
for all exponents
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k ∈ N. In terms of the eigenvalues pnA of ρA and pmB of ρB, we have∑
n

pknA =
∑
m

pkmB ∀k ∈ N, (2.41)

which can be true only if ρA and ρB have the same eigenvalues, apart from extra

zeroes. Considering equation (2.31), the entropies of the subsystems must therefore

be equal.

The symmetry theorem is important for the following argument, proposed by

Srednicki [7]: suppose A and B are two spatial regions of a larger whole, whose

total volume is �xed. When one changes the division into A and B, the reduced

states ρA and ρB also change, and their entropy can either increase or decrease, but

it must do the same for both A and B. This implies in particular that it can not

scale with the volume, since when A grows, B must shrink. Instead, S must be given

by some expression that is symmetric under an exchange of A and B. In particular,

it can be a function of some feature that both regions have in common, such as the

surface area or the geometry of their boundary. We note that this reasoning does

not guarantee that S will be a linear function of the area, therefore, if our data

do indeed reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (equation (4.21)), we have

a non-trivial result. The symmetry theorem does, however, rule out extensivity

(scaling with the volume). This sets entanglement entropy apart from the entropy

of ordinary thermodynamic systems, and quali�es it as a promising candidate for

black hole entropy.

2.4 The quantum simple harmonic oscillator

This section gathers some basic facts about the quantum simple harmonic oscillator,

mainly for ease of reference: since the same formalism applies to the modes of

(quantum) �elds, later sections draw on a number of concepts and results presented

here.

Consider a quantum mechanical system governed by the Hamiltonian

H =
1

2m
P 2 +

1

2
mω2X2, (2.42)

where P and X are the momentum and position observables, respectively, satisfying

the commutation relation

[X,P ] = ı (2.43)

in natural units. This describes a one-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator with

mass m and frequency ω. We use the real number x to denote the eigenvalues of X,
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and also as an index for the corresponding eigenstates:

X|x〉 = x|x〉. (2.44)

In the position representation, that is, on the basis formed by these states, {|x〉},
the �expansion coe�cients� of a generic ket |ϕ〉 constitute its wave function,

ϕ (x) ≡ 〈x|ϕ〉. (2.45)

In this sense, a function (be it a wave function or, by extension, a density operator)

of a variable x ∈ R represents a state �of the oscillator x�, that is to say, of a system

of the kind described above, whose position eigenvalues are x.

Introducing the destruction operator,

a ≡ 1√
2

[√
mωX + ı

1√
mω

P

]
, (2.46)

and its adjunct, the creation operator a†, the Hamiltonian can be written as

H = ω

(
a†a+

1

2

)
. (2.47)

Its eigenstates, denoted by |n〉, possess well-de�ned energy

En = ω

(
n+

1

2

)
(2.48)

and are connected by the creation and destruction operators,

a†|n〉 =
√
n+ 1|n+ 1〉 a|n〉 =

√
n|n− 1〉. (2.49)

In particular, the ground state, |0〉, is annihilated by a. In the position representation,
this fact is expressed by the di�erential equation

1√
2mω

[
mωx+

d

dx

]
〈x|0〉 = 0. (2.50)

The normalized ground-state wave-function is therefore

ϕ0 (x) ≡ 〈x|0〉 =
(mω
π

)1/4
exp

(
−1

2
mωx2

)
. (2.51)

Starting from |0〉, the excited states can be found by repeated application of the

creation operator. Once again in the position representation, this gives the wave
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functions

ϕn (x) ≡ 〈x|n〉 =
1√
n!
〈x|
(
a†
)n |0〉

=
1√

n! (2mω)n

[
mωx− d

dx

]n
ϕ0 (x)

=
(mω
π

)1/4
exp

(
−1

2
mωx2

)
1√
n!2n

Hn

(√
mωx

)
, (2.52)

where Hn is an n-th degree Hermite polynomial.

2.5 Thermal states

When the oscillator described above is immersed in a heat bath at a temperature

T , it will assume a mixed state: there is a probability

pn = Z−1 exp (−En/T ) (2.53)

of �nding it in the (non-degenerate) stationary state |n〉 with energy En. In that

expression, the partition function

Z ≡
∞∑
n=0

exp (−En/T ) =
exp (−ω/2T )

1− exp (−ω/T )
(2.54)

ensures the normalization (
∑

n pn = 1). Introducing the variable

ξ ≡ exp (−ω/T ) , (2.55)

the probabilities pn, as explicit functions of temperature, frequency and energy level,

can be written simply as

pn = [1− ξ] ξn. (2.56)

Substituting this expression into equation (2.31), one �nds the von Neumann entropy

of the thermal state:

S = − (1− ξ)
∞∑
n=0

ξn [ln (1− ξ) + n ln ξ]

= − ln (1− ξ)− ξ

1− ξ
ln ξ. (2.57)

If we intend to use this result in our calculations, we must ensure that the state

whose entropy we wish to compute is indeed a thermal state. That is, its density
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operator must be formally like that of the thermal state, which is given by

ρT = Z−1
∞∑
n=0

exp (−En/T ) |n〉〈n| = Z−1 exp (−H/T ) . (2.58)

In order to make this comparison, it is more convenient to express ρT in the position

representation,

ρT (x, x′) ≡ 〈x|ρT |x′〉, (2.59)

where |x〉, |x′〉 are eigenvectors of the position operator X. Combining equations

(2.52) and (2.58), we have

ρT (x, x′) =

√
mω/π

1− exp (−ω/T )
exp

(
−1

2
mωx2 − 1

2
mωx′2

)
×
∞∑
n=0

1

n!2n
exp (−nω/T )Hn

(√
mωx

)
Hn

(√
mωx′

)
. (2.60)

It is, however, more convenient to write this as

ρT (x, x′) =

√
γ − β
π

exp
[
−γ

2

(
x2 + x′2

)
+ βxx′

]
. (2.61)

The equality is proven in appendix A.2 and the coe�cients are related to the physical

parameters by

m = 1 ω =
√
γ2 − β2 T = ω/ ln

(
γ + ω

β

)
. (2.62)

Substituting these in equation (2.57) gives the entropy associated with the density

matrix (2.61).

Finally, we generalize the above results to a system ofN non-interacting oscillators:

consider the state

ρT (x, x′) = c
N∏
i=1

exp

[
−1

2
(xiγ̄ixi + x′iγ̄ix

′
i) + xiβ̄ix

′
i

]

= c exp

[
−1

2

N∑
i,j=1

(
xiγ̄iδijxj + x′iγ̄iδijx

′
j

)
+

N∑
i,j=1

xi ¯βiδijx
′
j

]

= c exp

[
−1

2

(
xT γ̄x+ x′T γ̄x′

)
+ xT β̄x′

]
, (2.63)

where γ̄ and β̄ are diagonal matrices, and c is the normalization constant. Since

this is a product of density matrices like (2.61), each xi corresponds to an oscillator
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in a thermal state, whose frequency ωi and temperature8 Ti are encoded in the pair

of coe�cients
(
β̄i, γ̄i

)
, according to equation (2.62). It follows that each oscillator

contributes an entropy Si, given by expression (2.57). Furthermore, since the system

is in a product state, according to the demonstration leading up to equation (2.38),

the entropy is additive:

S =
N∑
i=1

Si. (2.64)

8Note that the oscillators must not necessarily be at the same temperature, since they do not
interact.
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3 General relativity

In section 2.2, we have seen how quantum theory predicts that entropy arises from

pure states through the �ignorance� of an observer, but we have not explored the

origin of that lack of information. Quantum theory would most likely attribute

it to a choice the observer made, to ignore measurements performed on a part of

the system. The associated entropy would therefore be highly subjective, and not

particularly meaningful. General relativity, on the other hand, predicts situations in

which fundamental physical principles render regions of spacetime inaccessible for

observation. We present two of them below: the most prominent example, black

holes, and the Rindler universe, where a similar e�ect occurs in �at spacetime.

Moreover, at least in the case of black holes, relativistic considerations lead one

to postulate the existence of an entropy, yet without providing a clear picture of

its microscopic origin. The details of this prediction, which must be accounted for

by any theory claiming to explain black hole entropy, will also be discussed below.

First, however, we introduce the formalism that general relativity uses to describe

what a given observer can or cannot see. 9

3.1 Causal structure

General relativity describes spacetime as a 3+1-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian

manifold M , characterized by a metric gµν (for which we adopt the sign convention

(−,+,+,+)) and covered by coordinates xµ. Particles traverse this manifold on

parametrized curves xµ (λ), known as world lines. Precluding the possibility of

superluminal travel, which would lead to paradoxes, the tangent to these curves

must be either timelike,

gµν
dxµ

dλ

dxν

dλ
< 0, (3.1)

or lightlike,

gµν
dxµ

dλ

dxν

dλ
= 0. (3.2)

Lightlike intervals (also called null, since the norm is zero) can only be traversed

by massless particles, such as photons. For this reason, null geodesics are often

identi�ed with light rays. Massive particles, on the other hand, follow timelike

world lines.

Only such particles (be they massive or massless) can carry information and

thereby a�ect a system, for instance triggering a detector. Hence, an event A in

spacetime can only be causally related to another event A′ if they can be connected

by a curve that is time- or lightlike at all points. For a given A, the set of all such

9For a comprehensive introduction to general relativity, as well as in-depth details, we refer the
reader to [9], in particular chapters 6 and 8.
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A′ can be divided into the causal past, J− (A), and future, J+ (A), and its boundary

is the light cone10 of A (see �gure 3.1(left)). Thus, even in a nontrivial spacetime,

the orientation of the light cones at di�erent points throughout the manifold allows

one to visualize its causal structure.

Figure 3.1: (left) In the 1+1-dimensional Minkowski universe, light rays (dashed
lines) are at 45° angles with the Cartesian coordinate axes X and T at all points, so
that all light cones have the same orientation. The world line of a massive particle
(solid curve) lies locally inside the light cone at each point, since the particle can
not reach or exceed the speed of light. Therefore, any two events on the world line,
such as A and A′, are timelike related: A′ lies in the causal past (J−, shaded) of A,
so the former can causally a�ect the latter.
(right) In the Penrose diagram of Minkowski spacetime, all in�nities are brought
to a �nite distance, yet light rays remain at 45° angles. Conversely, the curves of
constant Cartesian coordinates X and T , such as the world lines of particles that
remain stationary at �xed X, are no longer represented by straight lines.

This fact is exploited by Penrose diagrams: representations of a spacetime

constructed such that lightlike curves are at 45° angles with the axes at all points.

Furthermore, these diagrams are compact: the spacetime is mapped to a conformally

related one11 such that all in�nities � spacelike, timelike and null � are brought to

a �nite distance. This is particularly useful for illustrating the de�nition of a black

hole (see section 3.2.1 below), which refers to the future null in�nity I+, generated
by extending null geodesics from the whole manifold M into the future.

10It follows from this de�nition that the light cone of an event A is generated by the light rays
that pass through that event.

11For the purpose of illustrating causal structures in the present work, it is su�cient to bring
the in�nities to a �nite coordinate distance, without resorting to a di�erent metric.
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As an example, consider the Penrose diagram of two-dimensional Minkowski

spacetime, in �gure 3.1(right): light rays are already at 45° with the Cartesian

coordinate axes X and T , so the transformation to the new coordinates

U ≡ arctan(T+X)+arctan(T−X)
2

V ≡ arctan(T+X)−arctan(T−X)
2

(3.3)

serves solely to bring the in�nities to a �nite coordinate distance.

Based on these concepts, we can now de�ne black holes and make a rigorous

statement about how they prevent certain observers from attaining information

about part of their universe.

3.2 Curved spacetime: black holes

3.2.1 De�ning properties of black holes

Black holes are essentially regions of spacetime from which nothing, in particular no

information, can escape. A more rigorous de�nition is given by Wald, in terms of

the manifold M (which represents the entire spacetime) and the causal past12 J− of

the future null in�nity I+, as de�ned in the previous section:

A strongly asymptotically predictable spacetime is said to contain a

black hole ifM is not contained in J− (I+). The black hole region, B, of

such a spacetime is de�ne to be B = [M − J− (I+)], and the boundary

of B in M , H = ˙J− (I+) ∩M , is called the event horizon. (Reference

[9], p 300)

This de�nition is illustrated by a Penrose diagram of the Schwarzschild spacetime

(�gure 3.2 below). It shows in particular that no massive objects (following timelike

world lines) nor massless carriers of energy and momentum (lightlike world lines)

can return from beyond the event horizon and reach an asymptotic observer (in

the future null in�nity). Therefore, said observer can not obtain any information

regarding the state of the interior of the black hole. On the other hand, an observer

inside the event horizon does see parts of the interior, which suggests that they may

have a di�erent perspective on the entropy of the system. We will, however, leave

the issue of observer-dependent entropy to other works, and restrict ourselves to the

point of view of asymptotic observers where black holes are concerned.

As an aside, we note that the above de�nition makes no reference to singularities.

Roughly speaking, these are �points� in spacetime where the curvature becomes

in�nite, although de�ning the concept rigorously is far from trivial.13 The fact

12We furthermore use ˙J− to denote the boundary of the causal past.
13For a discussion, see reference [9], chapter 9.
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that one can study at least some aspects of black holes without dealing with the

singularity allows us to separate the object of our interest, quantum e�ects due to

the event horizon, from the problem of physics in extremely curved space. In fact, if

the black hole is large enough, the curvature at its horizon becomes negligible, and

one can use �at space as an approximation. This is exploited in a number of works

on the subject, including this one.

3.2.2 The Schwarzschild solution

For de�niteness, we review some characteristics of an actual black hole spacetime.

The simplest example is due to Schwarzschild: a static14, spherically symmetric

vacuum solution of the Einstein equations. The most general such metric can be

written as

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M

r

)
dt2 +

(
1− 2M

r

)−1
dr2 + r2

[
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

]
, (3.4)

where t is the temporal coordinate, θ and φ are angular and r is a radial coordinate,

de�ned such that the area of the two-sphere at constant r is 4πr2. The parameter

M gives the mass that asymptotic observers associate with the black hole.

This can be seen by considering stationary test bodies: in order for a body to

remain at a �xed radial coordinate r in this spacetime, its proper acceleration must

be

a = M/
[
r2
√

(1− 2M/r)
]
. (3.5)

Thus, one �nds that the Schwarzschild metric is asymptotically �at (when r �M),

and in the weak �eld limit it reproduces the Newtonian gravity of a body of mass

M . The other extreme is rS = 2M , the Schwarzschild radius, where bodies must

have in�nite proper acceleration to remain stationary and are therefore unable to

escape in the direction of increasing r. Indeed, a global analysis shows that nothing

can reach an asymptotic observer from inside the surface at r = rS, which therefore

constitutes an event horizon. Given the de�nition of the radial coordinate, its area

is

AS = 16πM2. (3.6)

It can be shown that the metric diverges at this point only due to an unfortunate

choice of coordinates, whereas at r = 0 lies a true, physical singularity.

Figure 3.2(right) shows a Penrose diagram of a Schwarzschild spacetime. The

angular dimensions are suppressed, since they simply generate S2 hypersurfaces. For

the remaining degrees of freedom, one introduces the Kruskal coordinates, which are

14Since the Schwarzschild spacetime is static, it describes an eternal black hole, and not,
rigorously, the remains of an actual collapsed star. It is, however, a useful approximation.
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related to the radial and temporal coordinates used above by

X2 − T 2 =
( r

2M
− 1
)

exp
( r

2M

)
, (3.7)

arctanh

(
T

X

)
=

1

2

t

2M
, (3.8)

in order to put all null geodesics at 45°. Then the diagram is compacti�ed using

Penrose coordinates, which are given in terms of X and T by the same expressions

as for the Minkowski spacetime, equation (3.3).

Figure 3.2: (left) Schwarzschild spacetime in Kruskal coordinates, X and T , de�ned
such that all null geodesics lie at 45°. They illustrate the impossibility of returning
from beyond the event horizon (r = 2M , t→∞): since it, too, lies at 45°, escaping
would require faster-than-light travel. The coordinates r and t, on the other hand,
are associated with observers that remain at a �xed proper distance from the central
singularity (r = 0).
(right) The Penrose diagram of an eternal Schwarzschild black hole spacetime, in
which the future null in�nity, I+, is reduced to a �nite region, shows that its causal
past, J− (I+) (shaded), does not cover the whole spacetime. The complement of
the causal past is the black hole (BH). (The curves r/rS = 1.032 (closer to the
horizon) and r/rS = 1.72 (farther away) were plotted as examples of the world lines
of observers that lie at rest outside the hole.)

There are more general solutions, containing black holes with charge and angular

momentum, but since we only intended to give a concrete example of a black hole

for the purpose of illustration, the Schwarzschild solution will su�ce.

3.3 Flat spacetime: the Rindler wedge

The Minkowski universe is arguably the simplest spacetime conceivable: it is a

vacuum solution, with identically zero curvature tensor, symmetric under translations,
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boosts and rotations, and the causal structure is likewise trivial (see �gure 3.1, on

page 3.1). In particular, there are no event horizons like those found around black

holes. However, this trivial spacetime can model a surprising number of features

usually associated with black holes, when it is described from the point of view of a

di�erent family of observers.

Since an observer that wants to remain stationary outside a black hole must

be constantly accelerated, let us consider a family of observers that traverse the

Minkowski universe with constant proper acceleration. These are known as Rindler

observers. For simplicity, we again restrict ourselves to 1+1 dimensions. Let X and

T be the usual coordinates of Minkowski spacetime, relative to which a given family

of inertial observers is at rest. We then introduce new coordinates, x and t, such

that each Rindler observer remains stationary at a �xed x, while ∂t is tangent to

their world line. A convenient choice15 is given implicitly by

X2 − T 2 = exp (2x) arctanh

(
T

X

)
= t. (3.9)

With x and t assuming all real values, this does not cover the whole Minkowski

universe, but only the region X > |T |, known as the right Rindler wedge. Analogous
sets of coordinates can be introduced to cover the remainder of the Minkowski

universe.

Figure 3.3: In the Minkowski universe, the Cartesian coordinates, X and T , put light
rays at 45°. The coordinates x and t are associated with the Rindler observers, who
have constant proper acceleration and experience a horizon (at x = 0, t → +∞),
since their causal past only covers the region X > T (shaded).

The world line of the Rindler observer at a given x is

X = expx cosh t, T = expx sinh t, (3.10)

15There are, in fact, in�nitely many families of Rindler observers, generated by letting X2−T 2 =
α−1 exp (2αx) and arctanh (T/X) = αt with di�erent α ∈ R, but for our purposes, one will su�ce.
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shown in �gure 3.3. The corresponding proper acceleration is a = exp (−x), which

goes to zero for large x and diverges as x → −∞. Thus, there is no escape (in the

direction of increasing x) from the region X < |T |, and in particular no information

from it can reach the Rindler observers. They experience a horizon at X = T ,

which is the boundary of the causal past of their world lines. The parallels with

the Schwarzschild spacetime as seen by observers at �xed r are illustrated by a

comparison of �gures 3.3 and 3.2. These structural similarities suggest that there

may also be analogies between phenomena occurring in the two spacetimes. Of

particular interest to the present work are two e�ects predicted by quantum �eld

theory, which we will now explore.
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4 Quantum �eld theory in curved spacetime

Since a complete theory of quantum gravity, involving the quantization of the

gravitational �eld, is not yet available, we resort to the next best alternative:

the quantization of matter �elds in a background determined by (classical) general

relativity. This is a semiclassical theory of gravity, known as quantum �eld theory

in curved spacetime, and it is a reasonable approximation as long as the curvature

is not at the Planck scale.16

Notably, this approach leads to novel phenomena even before one considers

actually curved spacetime, but simply due to the use of general relativistic formalism

and concepts, in particular to describe accelerated observers. This is the case of the

Unruh e�ect, which occurs in the Rindler universe, but the same ideas also explain

Hawking radiation, emitted by black holes. The two e�ects are discussed below,

in view of their signi�cance for the present work: both predict radiation with a

thermal spectrum. In a search for the origin of a black hole's entropy, a mechanism

that assigns a temperature to it is a promising start. Moreover, this mechanism is

semiclassical and also works in �at space. We consider this evidence in favour of

beginning our search for black hole entropy in �at spacetime as well.

4.1 The Unruh e�ect

Although this e�ect actually occurs in �at spacetime, it illustrates how di�erent

observers can assign di�erent particle contents to a given state of a quantum �eld.

We only give a brief outline of its derivation here, and refer the reader to [12] for a

more comprehensive review.

Let ϕ be a scalar �eld of mass M , subject to the Klein-Gordon equation

(
�−M2

)
ϕ = 0. (4.1)

We use a Minkowski background, which we reduce to two dimensions for simplicity:

ds2 = −dT 2 + dX2. (4.2)

For stationary observers, T is the proper time and X is the spatial coordinate, since

∂T is tangent to their world lines and ∂X is orthogonal to it. Therefore, the eigen-

functions of the operators ∂/∂T and ∂/∂X are the energy-momentum eigenfunctions

16For a general introduction to the theory, we recommend the book by Birrell and Davies [10].
More details on the topics that we introduce here can also be found in Jacobson's lecture notes
[11].
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for these observers: they are given by

uk (T,X) ∝ exp [−ıωT + ıkX] , (4.3)

(omitting a normalization constant), with ω =
√
M2 + k2. These modes, with

ω > 0, are positive-frequency eigenstates of the �eld Hamiltonian, and correspond

to particles. Antiparticles can also be written in terms of positive ω, as

u∗k (T,X) ∝ exp [−ı (−ω)T + ı (−k)X] . (4.4)

Together these modes form a basis, on which one can expand the state of the �eld:

ϕ (T,X) =

ˆ
dk
[
akuk (T,X) + a†ku

∗
k (T,X)

]
. (4.5)

When the �eld is treated as an operator, the coe�cients a†k and ak acquire the

same status, and they are identi�ed with the creation and destruction of quanta of

momentum k, respectively. They allow us to write the number of excitations, or

particles, in the mode k as

Nk ≡ a†kak (4.6)

The state with zero particles in all modes, that is, the one that is annihilated by all

destruction operators ak, is the Minkowski vacuum |0M〉:

ak|0M〉 = 0 ∀k. (4.7)

Now we turn to Rindler observers, whose natural choice of coordinates are x and

t, introduced in section 3.3. The states to which these observers assign well-de�ned

energy and momentum are given by eigenfunctions of ∂/∂t and ∂/∂x, namely

vk (t, x) ∝ exp [−ıωt+ ıkx] (4.8)

with ω =
√
M2 + k2 for particles, and v∗k for antiparticles. Let b†k and bk be the

creation and destruction operators for these modes, so that a given �eld can also be

expanded as

ϕ (t, x) =

ˆ
dk
[
bkvk (t, x) + b†kv

∗
k (t, x)

]
. (4.9)

We are interested in the relation between the two sets of modes, uk and vk, which

is conveniently expressed by the Bogoliubov transformations between the operators

associated with them:

ak =

ˆ
d3k′

[
bk′αk′k − b†k′β

∗
k′k

]
, (4.10)
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and its conjugate for a†k. The details of the calculation of the coe�cients, αk′k and

βk′k, exceed the scope of this introduction, but they can be found in [13]. The crucial

point is that the βk′k are not identically zero, so that the annihilation operators of

one set of modes are partially transformed into creation operators of the other set.

Therefore, the number of particles that the Rindler observers detect in a mode k

(given by the observable b†kbk) when traversing the Minkowski vacuum (which is

annihilated only by the ak, as expressed in equation (4.7)) is

〈0M |b†kbk|0M〉 6= 0. (4.11)

In fact, it can be shown that the Rindler observer with proper acceleration a

experiences a thermal bath at temperature

TU = a/2π (4.12)

in the Minkowski vacuum, whereas inertial observers detect no particles in this state.

This e�ect does not only illustrate the observer-dependence of the particle content

in general, but in fact bears a striking resemblance to the Hawking e�ect, to which

we turn next.

4.2 The Hawking e�ect

The Hawking e�ect is the emission of thermal radiation from black holes, in close

analogy with the Unruh e�ect, but occurring in the background spacetime of a

black hole. It �rst appeared in the context of cosmological particle creation, whose

derivation according to Birrell and Davies [10] is as follows:

Consider a quantum �eld in an asymptotically �at spacetime. In the past and

future in�nity, the �eld can be expanded in modes that are energy-momentum eigen-

states of inertial observers. The number of excitations in these modes, 〈ψ|N |ψ〉, is
the particle content that the observers associate with the �eld in a state |ψ〉. In

particular, the state |0〉 such that 〈0|N |0〉 = 0 is the vacuum for them. However, if

there is a perturbation of the spacetime between the past (in) and the future (out),

the operators Nin and Nout are not necessarily the same. Thus, a state |0in〉, that
was initially vacuum, 〈0in|Nin|0in〉 = 0, can contain particles afterwards:

〈0in|Nout|0in〉 6= 0. (4.13)

Hawking applied this analysis to the spacetime of a star collapsing to form a black

hole, and he found that particle creation does take place, that is, the black hole emits
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radiation (known as Hawking radiation) during its formation. More surprisingly, the

spectrum of this radiation is thermal.

Such radiation is also found to emanate from static black holes, though the

derivation is slightly di�erent: the state of the �eld must now be |0HH〉, the Hartle-
Hawking vacuum, since this is the only one that is regular (free of divergent observ-

ables). Furthermore, the observers that see the radiation in this case are those that

are stationary outside the black hole: for them

〈0HH |Nstat|0HH〉 6= 0, (4.14)

and the spectrum can again be shown to be thermal.

Based on the emission of thermal radiation, one attributes a temperature to the

black hole. For observers close to the horizon, the perceived temperature depends

on a redshift factor and can be expressed in terms of their proper acceleration a as

T obsH = a/2π.

In this limit, the temperature of the Hawking radiation is exactly like that of Unruh

radiation (equation (4.12)). Measured at in�nity, on the other hand, it depends

solely on the surface gravity κ: a property of a stationary black hole, given by the

force required to hold a unit mass at its horizon17. This is known as the Hawking

temperature,

TH = κ/2π, (4.15)

and it plays an important role in our understanding of the thermodynamics of black

holes.

4.3 Black hole thermodynamics

The formalism of thermodynamics is known for its applicability to a wide variety of

physical systems, and indeed it can also describe black holes: If one makes the right

identi�cations of thermodynamic parameters with properties of the black hole, one

can recover the laws that govern them, as predicted by general relativity. However,

there are additional insights to be gained from this approach, notably the fact that

black holes must have entropy.

One simple yet compelling argument in favour of this idea is due to Bekenstein

[5]: suppose an object with non-zero entropy falls into a black hole, e�ectively

vanishing from the universe as seen by an observer outside the hole. The only way

to prevent a decrease of the total entropy, which would violate the second law of

17This force is also measured at in�nity, since, for an observer next to the mass, the force diverges.
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thermodynamics, consists in postulating a corresponding increase in the entropy

associated with some other system, and the black hole itself is the obvious choice.

A more rigorous statement follows from treating black holes as thermodynamic

systems. This begins with the no hair theorem [14]: any black hole, when in

equilibrium, is completely characterized by its mass M , its electric charge Q and its

angular momentum ~J . The area A of its event horizon, for example, can be expressed

as a function of M , Q and ~J . These variables therefore correspond to macroscopic

parameters of ordinary thermodynamics18. The generalization of the �rst law makes

this identi�cation more precise: Bardeen, Carter e Hawking [15] proved that, for

in�nitesimal di�erences between two static black hole con�gurations,

dM =
κ

8π
dA+ ~Ω · d ~J + ΦdQ, (4.16)

where κ is the surface gravity, ~Ω is the angular velocity and Φ, the electric potential

at the horizon. We can identify

dM = dE (4.17)

as the change in the energy stored in the black hole and

~Ω · d ~J + ΦdQ = dW (4.18)

is the work done on it. Analogy with the �rst law suggests

TdS =
κ

8π
dA. (4.19)

The identi�cation of the entropy S with A is supported19 by the generalization of

the second law: according to the area theorem [17, 9], the area of the event horizon

never decreases in classical processes20, and in fact increases in most of them:

dA ≥ 0. (4.20)

18It seems natural to identify M , Q, ~J and A as extensive parameters of the system, since one
intuitively expects them to be additive over subsystems, and therefore scale with the size of the total
system. However, the concepts involved do not simply carry over to black hole thermodynamics.
For instance, we will see in equation (4.21) that A does not scale with the �size� of the black hole,
if we assume that the latter is measured by its �volume� or mass. In fact, even properties like the
additivity of mass over subsystems can not be taken for granted: one can not simply divide one
black hole of mass M into two halves of M/2 each. These are but two examples of the puzzles
that arise when one attempts to extend ordinary thermodynamics to black holes.

19Bekenstein, for example, makes this fact the basis for a thermodynamic treatment of black
holes in reference [16].

20Quantum mechanics does allow for a decrease of the horizon area, for example in the process
of evaporation by emission of Hawking radiation. The di�erence lies in the existence of vacuum
energy, which violates one of the assumptions that the area theorem is based on.
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This suggests that the entropy of a black hole should be a monotonically increasing

function of its horizon area.

We note that, so far, we have only established a formal analogy between black

hole dynamics, as governed by general relativity, and the laws of thermodynamics. It

leads us to assume that there is a temperature T associated with an equilibrium black

hole, and that it must be proportional to its surface gravity κ.21 However, in order

to �nd the value of the proportionality constant and to clarify the physical meaning

of this temperature, one must turn to quantum �eld theory in curved spacetime.

It predicts the Hawking temperature (equation (4.15)), and thereby allows us to

isolate an expression for the entropy of the black hole:

SBH =
A

4L2
Pl

. (4.21)

This is the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.

In natural units, it reads simply SBH = A/4, but we have reintroduced the Planck

length, LPl ≡
√

~G/c3, for later reference. We also wish to stress the fact that it is

required for dimensional reasons: since the entropy is dimensionless, the area of the

horizon must be divided by some other quantity that also has the dimension of area.

However, the spacetime of the most general black hole is characterized by only one

such quantity, the horizon area itself, so the second parameter must be an intrinsic

constant of the theory that is used to describe the situation, such as the square of

its length scale. We will return to this point in section 5.3.4.

Unlike the entropy of usual thermodynamic systems, SBH is not extensive (scaling

with the volume of the region), but proportional to the area of its boundary. This

so-called area law is arguably the most prominent feature that any explanation of

black hole entropy must account for.

We stress that the above derivation of black hole entropy does not draw on the

observers' ignorance about the region hidden behind the event horizon, nor does it

account for the microscopic origin of the entropy. However, given the case of the

Hawking e�ect, it seems only natural to believe that this gap in the explanation

can be bridged by quantum theory. The details and consequences of this idea are

explored in the following sections.

21Indeed, one can prove that κ is constant over the horizon of an equilibrium black hole, in
accordance with a generalized zeroth law.
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5 Calculation of the entanglement entropy

We intend to explore whether the entanglement entropy that a ground-state quantum

�eld acquires when a region of spacetime is inaccessible to observation can account

for black hole entropy. The following section derives a technique for calculating this

entropy, beginning with the simpler cases of coupled oscillators.

5.1 Two classical oscillators

Although our goal is a quantum-mechanical description, that encompasses phenom-

ena like energy quantization and entanglement, we will �rst study the system in the

framework of classical mechanics. This provides a concrete picture of the physical

situation and illustrates the concept of normal modes, as well as the usefulness of the

matrix formalism. As the simplest example, we turn to just two coupled harmonic

oscillators.

Figure 5.1: The two equal masses m

are coupled by springs with di�erent

constants (k0, kc) such that their

positions, x1 and x2, obey the equations

for two coupled classical harmonic

oscillators.

Consider two equal point masses m,

whose positions along a single common

axis we denote by xi, with indices

i = 1, 2. Let each one be subject

to a potential that allows harmonic

oscillation with frequency ω0 about an

equilibrium position xi = 0. This can be

implemented, for instance, by attaching

each mass to a wall22 using a spring with

constant k0 = mω2
0. The masses are

also coupled to each other by a third

spring, whose constant is kc = mω2
c/2

and whose undistended length equals

the distance between the equilibrium

positions of the masses. The setup is illustrated in �gure 5.1.

The potential energy of the oscillators is

E =
1

2
k0x

2
1 +

1

2
k0x

2
2 +

1

2
kc (x1 − x2)2 . (5.1)

22The idea that there are walls to which the springs are attached is not to be taken too literally:
the potential in which the masses move is only that of an harmonic oscillator, and the range of the
positions xi is ]−∞,+∞[.
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This can be conveniently expresses in matrix notation: let x ≡ (x1, x2)
T be a vector,

and K be a coupling matrix, so that we can write

E =
1

2

[
x1 x2

] [ k0 + kc −kc
−kc k0 + kc

][
x1

x2

]
≡ 1

2
xTKx. (5.2)

K is always real, and we will choose it to be symmetric for convenience.

In terms of components, the equations of motion are

m
d2

dt2
xi = − d

dxi

1

2

2∑
j,l=1

xjKjlxl = −1

2

(
2∑
l=1

Kilxl +
2∑
j=1

xjKji

)
, (5.3)

and since K is symmetric,

d2

dt2
xi = − 1

m

2∑
j=1

Kijxj. (5.4)

This is a set of coupled di�erential equations, because of the non-diagonal elements

of K. However, since K is real and symmetric, there exists a matrix U that makes

KD ≡ UKUT (5.5)

diagonal. The rows of U are given by the orthonormalized23 eigenvectors of K,

therefore the matrix is orthogonal: all its elements are real and

UUT = UTU = I. (5.6)

Furthermore, U does not depend on time, so we can introduce the vector

x ≡ Ux (5.7)

in order to uncouple the equations of motion:

d2

dt2
x̄i = − 1

m

(
UKUTUx

)
i

= − 1

m

2∑
j=1

(KD)ij x̄j = −(KD)ii
m

x̄i. (5.8)

These equations describe another system of masses m, also con�ned to move in

one dimension, but not coupled to each other. Their positions, given by the x̄i,

are simple harmonic functions of time, with frequencies ωi =
√

(KD)ii /m. It is

thus easier to solve for the x̄ as a function of time, but the solution is equivalent

23One must only deliberately choose the eigenvectors to be orthogonal if K has degenerate
eigenvalues. The eigenvectors of di�erent eigenvalues are already orthogonal, since K is Hermitian.
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to �nding x, since x = UT x̄. The degrees of freedom described by these more

convenient variables are the normal modes of the system.

In the case of two oscillators, there is straightforward interpretation of the normal

modes. The transformation that diagonalizes the coupling matrix K is

U =
1√
2

[
1 −1

1 1

]
, (5.9)

and its eigenvalues are found to be

(KD)11 = k0 + 2kc (KD)22 = k0. (5.10)

Therefore  d2

dt2
x̄1 = −k0+2kc

m
x̄1

d2

dt2
x̄2 = −k0

m
x̄2

(5.11)

are the equations of motion for the normal mode variablesx̄1 = 1√
2

(x1 − x2)

x̄2 = 1√
2

(x1 + x2) .
(5.12)

This describes simply the uncoupled motion of the centre of mass (x1 + x2) and the

relative motion (x1 − x2) of the particles.

5.2 N quantum oscillators

5.2.1 Ground state

The matrix formalism carries over readily to a system of N coupled one-dimensional

oscillators, indexed by i = 1, . . . , N . Let their masses be equal and unitary in natural

units, that is, m = MPl = 1. Most importantly, we will now deal with quantum

oscillators, which are described by wave-functions and density operators instead of

single points in phase space. Therefore, the vector X = (X1, . . . , XN)T consists

of position operators, and we introduce the corresponding momentum operators

P = (P1, . . . , PN)T . They satisfy the canonical commutation relations,

[Xi, Xj] = 0 = [Pi, Pj] (5.13)

and

[Xi, Pj] = ıδij. (5.14)
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Using matrix notation, the general Hamiltonian of such a system can be written as

H =
1

2
P TP +

1

2
XTKX, (5.15)

with a generic coupling matrix K. In particular, since we are developing a general

formalism, we do not assume that K couples only next neighbours (that is, Kij = 0

if |i− j| > 1), which would restrict us to one-dimensional chains. In fact, we will see

in later sections that this Hamiltonian can just as well describe networks of coupled

oscillators in higher dimensions and with di�erent geometries. Two assumptions we

can make without loss of generality are that K is real and symmetric.

Again we introduce the orthogonal transformation U that diagonalizes K, as in

equation (5.5), and the new variables

X̄ ≡ UX P̄ ≡ UP. (5.16)

The commutation relations become

[
X̄i, P̄j

]
=

N∑
k,l=1

UikUjl [Xk, Pl] = ı
N∑
k=1

Uik
(
UT
)
kj

= ı
(
UUT

)
ij

= ıδij, (5.17)

and similarly [
X̄i, X̄j

]
= 0 =

[
P̄i, P̄j

]
. (5.18)

Since U is orthogonal (equation (5.6)), the momentum term is not altered,

P TP = P̄ T P̄ , (5.19)

and the Hamiltonian becomes

H =
1

2
P̄ T P̄ +

1

2
X̄TKDX̄

=
1

2

N∑
i=1

P̄ 2
i +

1

2

N∑
i=1

KDiiX̄
2
i

≡
N∑
i=1

Hi

(
P̄i, X̄i

)
. (5.20)

This is the Hamiltonian of a multipartite system whose subsystems do not

interact, since there are no terms containing variables with di�erent indices i. Just

as in the classical treatment of two oscillators, each of the uncoupled subsystems is

a simple harmonic oscillator of mass m = 1 and frequency ωi =
√

(KD)ii /m:

Hi =
1

2
P̄ 2
i +

1

2
KDiiX̄

2
i , (5.21)
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whose ground-state wave-function, according to equation (2.51), is

〈x̄i|0i〉 = ϕ0 (x̄i) =
(ωi
π

)1/4
exp

(
−1

2
ωix̄

2
i

)
. (5.22)

According to equations (2.20) and (2.24), the ground state of the system is then

described by the product

ϕ0 (x̄) = π−N/4

(
N∏
i=1

ωi

)1/4

exp

(
−1

2

N∑
i=1

x̄iωix̄i

)
. (5.23)

We introduce the matrix ΩD, de�ned by

(ΩD)ij ≡ δijωi = δij

√
(KD)ii, (5.24)

and

Ω ≡ UTΩDU, (5.25)

so that Ω is also real, symmetric and positive-de�nite. This allows us to write the

wave function simply as

ϕ0 (x̄) = π−N/4 (det ΩD)1/4 exp
(
−1

2
x̄TΩDx̄

)
= π−N/4 (det Ω)1/4 exp

(
−1

2
xTΩx

)
= ϕ0 (x) , (5.26)

and the ground-state density operator becomes

ρ0 (x, x′) = ϕ∗0 (x′)ϕ0 (x) = c exp

(
−1

2
xTΩx− 1

2
x′TΩx′

)
. (5.27)

For simplicity, we will not keep track of the di�erent values of the normalization

constant (c, c′) over the course of the following calculation, and only normalize the

density operator when computing its eigenvalues.

5.2.2 Reduced state

The next step is to take the partial trace over some of the oscillators and �nd the

reduced state of the rest of the system, in order to calculate its entropy.

Let j = 1, . . . , n be the oscillators that are traced out. Note that they do

not have to be physically adjacent; assigning them sequential indices is merely a

matter of algebraic convenience. Also recall that, since the ground state is pure,

the entanglement entropy depends only on the division into subsystems, but not on

which one is traced out and which remains (see equation (2.40)). Thus, tracing out

j = n+ 1, . . . , N gives the same entropy derived in the following.
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The reduced density matrix is given by

ρred
(
xn+1, . . . , xN ;x′n+1, . . . , x

′
N

)
≡
´ [∏n

j=1 dxj

]
ρ0 (x1, . . . , xN ;x1, . . . , xn, x

′
n+1, . . . , x

′
N) . (5.28)

The technique used to calculate such integrals is described in Appendix A.1.3: one

decomposes Ω into submatrices,

ΩN×N =

(
An×n Bn×(N−n)

BT
(N−n)×n C(N−n)×(N−n)

)
, (5.29)

in terms of which one de�nes the (N − n)× (N − n) matrices

β =
1

2
BTA−1B γ = C − β. (5.30)

From this point on, we will only work in the space of j = n+ 1, . . . , N , and for the

sake of notational simplicity we relabel the xj, introducing the (N − n)-component

vector (x̃1, . . . , x̃N−n) ≡ (xn+1, . . . , xN). Since Ω is real, symmetric and positive-

de�nite (cf equation (5.25)), the identity (A.26) holds, and

ρred (x̃, x̃′) = c′ exp

[
−1

2

(
x̃Tγx̃+ x̃′Tγx̃′

)
+ x̃Tβx̃′

]
. (5.31)

This expression is similar to (2.63), but we can only apply the results from

that section if the coe�cient matrices are diagonal. To that end, we introduce the

variables y ≡ γ
1/2
D V x̃, where V is the orthogonal matrix that makes γD ≡ V γV T

diagonal. The reduced density matrix becomes

ρred (y, y′) = c′ exp

[
−1

2

(
yTy + y′Ty′

)
+ yTβ′y′

]
, (5.32)

with

β′ ≡ γ
−1/2
D V βV Tγ

−1/2
D . (5.33)

This de�nition has the following useful property: suppose the entire coupling matrix

K is multiplied by a factor ν. Then so are Ω, and consequently γ and β, yet β′

remains unchanged. Since all the following results, in particular the entanglement

entropy, depend only on the latter, they will not be a�ected by a global factor in K.

Now let z ≡ Wy, with W such that β′D ≡ Wβ′W T is diagonal. Then

ρred (z, z′) = c′ exp

[
−1

2

(
zT z + z′T z′

)
+ zTβ′Dz

′
]
. (5.34)
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This matrix does describe a system of uncoupled oscillators zi (in the sense de�ned

after equation (2.45)) in thermal states, as in equation (2.61), with the identi�cation

γ̄ = I and β̄ = β′D. Denoting by β′i the diagonal elements of β′D, which are given by

the eigenvalues of β′, the frequencies and temperatures of the uncoupled oscillators

zi become, as per equation (2.62),

ωi =

√
12 − (β′i)

2 Ti = ωi/ ln

(
1 + ωi
(β′i)

)
. (5.35)

In terms of the variables

ξi ≡ exp

(
−ωi
Ti

)
=

β′i

1 +
√

1− (β′i)
2
, (5.36)

the entropy contributions are

Si = − ln (1− ξi)−
ξi

1− ξi
ln ξi, (5.37)

Since we are dealing with a product state, according to equation (2.38), the total

entropy of the reduced state is then the sum

S =
N−n∑
i=1

Si. (5.38)

5.2.3 Thermal state

We note in equation (5.35) that the temperatures Ti of the equivalent uncoupled

oscillators zi will not necessarily all be equal. However, that would have to be the

case if we were to identify the reduced state as a thermal state: all �eld degrees

of freedom in the region to which the observer has access would have to be in

thermal equilibrium, at a single temperature (as is the case for Unruh and Hawking

radiation). Thus, the condition for a thermal state is that all the β′i be the same,

that is,

β′ = (β′i) I. (5.39)

Substituting in equation (5.33), this is equivalent to

(β′i) γD = V βV T ⇔ β = (β′i) γ ⇔ [β, γ] = 0. (5.40)

It might be interesting to determine what conditions the coupling matrix K, and,

by extension, the Hamiltonian must meet to guarantee that the reduced state be

thermal, but, to our knowledge, this has not been investigated so far.
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5.3 Quantum �eld

5.3.1 Choice of the background and traced-out region

Although we wish to understand entanglement entropy in the context of black holes

eventually, we begin studying it in a �at background instead of an actual black hole

spacetime. We note that this takes us beyond the usual approach, which merely

approximates the spacetime near the horizon of a large black hole as being �at.

Going to exactly �at space may seem like an oversimpli�cation, but phenomena

like the Unruh e�ect suggest that it can contain e�ects that are of interest for

our investigation, and the results of our calculations bear this out. In fact, the

discussion in section 6.2.2 suggests that �at space may be entirely equivalent to the

actual curved background for the purpose of calculating entanglement entropy.24

The signi�cant di�erence, of course, is that �at space does not contain an

objective event horizon, as can be found in the Schwarzschild spacetime, nor will we

take the point of view of a speci�c family of observers who experience a horizon, such

as the Rindler observers. Instead, the region Ω, over which the partial trace is taken,

is chosen arbitrarily. And even though the ignorance is deliberate, the boundary H

does separate Ω, a region we know nothing about, from its complement Ω̄, whose

reduced state and entropy are calculated. In that sense, H can be considered a

horizon.

5.3.2 Choice of the spin and state of the �eld

In this work, we consider a real scalar �eld with mass M , in its ground state.

Again, simplicity is the main reason for this choice, since we intend a �rst foray

into the subject of entanglement entropy. However, the scalar �eld should not be

viewed solely as a toy model for higher spin �elds: it is also relevant in its own right,

for treating small perturbations to the metric.

Assuming the �eld to be in the ground state is not as restrictive as it might

appear at a �rst glance. Das et al. [18], for example, argue that a simple coordinate

transformation can reduce generalized coherent and squeezed states to the ground

state, at least for the purposes of our calculation. Thus, the results extend to that

case.

Finally, non-zero mass can be incorporated into the calculations with only minor

modi�cations, allowing us to track the changes in entropy that it causes.

24It is also possible to reduce the curved-space problem to �at space rigorously under certain
circumstances (such as in [18], appendix B), but we will not take that approach here.
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5.3.3 Hamiltonian

In 3+1-dimensional �at space, the Lagrangian density of a real, massive scalar �eld

ϕ is

L =
1

2

(
−∂αϕ∂αϕ−M2ϕ2

)
, (5.41)

which leads to the Klein-Gordon �eld equation,

(
�−M2

)
ϕ = 0. (5.42)

Let π be the canonical momentum,

π ≡ ∂L
∂ (∂tϕ)

= ∂tϕ, (5.43)

subject to the equal-time (both evaluated at time t) commutation relation

[ϕ (~x) , π (~x′)] = ıδ3 (~x− ~x′) , (5.44)

where we use ~x for the spatial three-vectors. The Hamiltonian is

H =
1

2

ˆ [
π2 (~x) + |∇ϕ (~x)|2 +M2ϕ2 (~x)

]
d3x. (5.45)

5.3.4 Discretization and cuto�

The problem of the entropy of a �eld (which is de�ned at every point in continuous

space) can be reduced to that of coupled oscillators, which we solved above, by

approximating space as a grid of discrete points, and taking the value of the �eld at

each one of them as the amplitude of an oscillator. Thus, taking the partial trace

over some of the oscillators amounts to tracing out the �eld degrees of freedom at

certain points, or in entire regions of space.

A straightforward way to implement this consists in discretizing all three dimen-

sions, giving rise to a cubic lattice with uniform spacing a. This length naturally

introduces an ultraviolet cuto�, since it is the smallest wavelength that can still

be represented in the discretized system. For instance, when describing phonons

in condensed matter, a would be the intermolecular spacing, because wavelengths

shorter than this do not make sense. When dealing with quantum �elds in spacetime,

there is, as of now, no evidence of such a natural lower bound on the validity of

the continuous treatment. There are, however, known limitations to the validity

of today's theories, namely the Planck scale, which for length is of the order of

LPl ≡
√

~G/c3 ≈ 10−35m. Regardless of whether waves shorter than LPl actually
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exist, we are not yet able to make meaningful predictions about them, and should

therefore exclude them from our model.

Besides the inherent limitations of our theories, there is also a simple technical

reason for introducing an ultraviolet cuto�: the area law we expect to �nd requires

one for dimensional reasons, as discussed in section 4.3. Without it, that is, in the

limit where the cuto� goes to zero, the entropy diverges. Thus, one cannot have a

physically meaningful entropy without introducing an ultraviolet cuto�.25

In order to reduce the problem to a �nite number of grid points, one must also

introduce an infrared cuto�. Letting Lx be the length (in the x dimension) of the

region in which the �eld is de�ned, we introduce the total number of discrete points

along that axis,

xtot ≡ Lx/a. (5.46)

Then the discretization can be summed up by the prescription

x→ ak k ∈ N;

ˆ
dx→ a

xtot∑
k=1

;
∂f (x)

∂x
→ fk+1 − fk

a
, (5.47)

and similarly for y and z, so that

ϕ (~x)→ ϕklm ; π (~x)→ 1

a
πklm. (5.48)

The commutation relation (5.44) becomes

[ϕklm, πk′l′m′ ] = ıδkk′δll′δmm′ , (5.49)

and the Hamiltonian (5.45) can be written as

H =
a

2

xtot∑
k=1

ytot∑
l=1

ztot∑
m=1

[
π2
klm +

(
ϕ(k+1)lm − ϕklm

)2
+
(
ϕk(l+1)m − ϕklm

)2
+
(
ϕkl(m+1) − ϕklm

)2
+ a2M2ϕ2

klm

]
. (5.50)

Finally, we introduce a single index j = j (k, l,m) = 1, . . . , xtotytotztot to label all

lattice points sequentially. This formally reduces the problem to that of xtotytotztot ≡
N coupled harmonic oscillators, and the entropy after tracing out those with indices

j = 1, . . . , n can be computed as described above. As mentioned in section 5.2.2,

the spatial positions in the lattice can be labelled in an arbitrary order, so that one

25An alternative approach to the problem is to implement the cuto� directly in momentum
space, or to assume the �eld to be continuous only up to a certain distance from the horizon.
(The latter is implemented, for example, by Bombelli, Lee, Koul and Sorkin [6].) However, despite
minor technical di�erences, the results are equivalent, and lead to the same conclusions.
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has complete freedom to choose the geometry of the traced-out region, by deciding

which sites are assigned j ≤ n.

5.3.5 Spherical symmetry

Spherical symmetry is present in all static black hole spacetimes as well as in

�at spacetime, and it can be exploited to reduce the computational cost of the

calculation, besides revealing new physical features.

Partial waves To that end, we introduce spherical coordinates, (r, θ, φ), and

decompose the �eld into partial waves26:

ϕlm (r) ≡ r

ˆ
dΩZlm (θ, φ)ϕ (−→x ) (5.51)

πlm (r) ≡ r

ˆ
dΩZlm (θ, φ)π (−→x ) , (5.52)

that is,

ϕ (~x) =
∑
l,m

ϕlm (r)

r
Zlm (θ, φ) (5.53)

π (~x) =
∑
l,m

πlm (r)

r
Zlm (θ, φ) . (5.54)

The factor r is introduced for dimensional reasons, so that the �nal expression for

the Hamiltonian will be of the same form as in equation (5.15). Since the �eld is real,

and in order to make ϕlm and πlm real as well, we use the real spherical harmonics

Zlm (θ, φ). In terms of the ordinary spherical harmonics, they are given by

Zlm =


√

2Re [Ylm] (m > 0)

Yl0 (m = 0)
√

2Im [Ylm] (m < 0)

. (5.55)

The factors
√

2 in this de�nition ensure orthonormality,

ˆ
[ZlmZl′m′ ] dΩ = δll′δmm′ , (5.56)

and that

ˆ [(
∂Zlm
∂θ

)(
∂Zl′m′

∂θ

)
+

1

sin2 θ

(
∂Zlm
∂φ

)(
∂Zl′m′

∂φ

)]
dΩ = l (l + 1) δll′δmm′ . (5.57)

26When it is clear from the context that the indices l and m refer to partial waves, their range,
l = 0, 1, ... and m = −l,−l + 1, ..., l, is suppressed for the sake of notational simplicity.
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Considering that in spherical coordinates

|∇ϕ|2 =

(
∂ϕ

∂r

)2

+
1

r2

[(
∂ϕ

∂θ

)2

+
1

sin2 θ

(
∂ϕ

∂φ

)2
]
, (5.58)

the terms in the Hamiltonian (5.45) become, in terms of the Zlm,

ˆ [
π2
]
dΩr2dr =

∑
l,m

[ˆ (
πlm (r)

r

)2

r2dr

]
, (5.59)

ˆ [
ϕ2
]
dΩr2dr =

∑
l,m

[ˆ (
ϕlm (r)

r

)2

r2dr

]
, (5.60)

ˆ [(
∂ϕ

∂r

)2
]
dΩr2dr =

∑
l,m

[ˆ (
∂

∂r

ϕlm (r)

r

)2

r2dr

]
, (5.61)

and ˆ
1

r2

[(
∂ϕ

∂θ

)2

+
1

sin2 θ

(
∂ϕ

∂φ

)2
]
dΩr2dr

=
∑
l,m

[ˆ
l (l + 1)

r2

(
ϕlm (r)

r

)2

r2dr

]
. (5.62)

Furthermore, given the properties

[ϕ (−→x ) , π (−→x ′)] = ı
1

r2
δ (r − r′) 1

sin θ
δ (θ − θ′) δ (φ− φ′) (5.63)

(equation (5.44)) and

ˆ
dΩ′

1

sin θ
δ (θ − θ′) δ (φ− φ′) f (θ′, φ′) = f (θ, φ) , (5.64)

the orthonormality of the modes ensures the equal-time commutation relation

[ϕlm (r) , πl′m′ (r′)] = rr′
ˆ
dΩdΩ′Zlm (θ, φ)Zl′m′ (θ′, φ′) [ϕ (−→x ) , π (−→x ′)]

= ı
rr′

r2
δ (r − r′)

ˆ
dΩZlm (θ, φ)Zl′m′ (θ, φ)

= ıδ (r − r′) δll′δmm′ . (5.65)

Thus, the Hamiltonian of the �eld can be decomposed into a sum,

H =
∑
l,m

Hlm, (5.66)
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of the Hamiltonians Hlm of each partial wave,

Hlm =
1

2

ˆ ∞
0

[
π2
lm (r) + r2

(
∂

∂r

ϕlm (r)

r

)2

+
l (l + 1)

r2
ϕ2
lm (r) +M2ϕ2

lm (r)

]
dr.

(5.67)

Discretization As before, we apply a discretization scheme, but only to the one

remaining continuous variable, the radial coordinate. This implies that the number

of grid points involved in the calculation increases linearly with the ratio of infrared

to ultraviolet cuto�, allowing us to study situations with grid sizes of the order

of 102, whereas with cubic symmetry it grows as (L/a)3, making grids as small as

20 × 20 × 20 intractable. Conversely, a calculation using spherical symmetry also

involves a sum over partial waves, which we discuss below.

Letting a be the ultraviolet cuto� in the radial direction and L ≡ ntota the

infrared, we have the prescription

r → aj;

ˆ
dr → a

ntot∑
j=1

; g (r)
∂f (r)

∂r
→ gj+1/2

fj+1 − fj
a

;

ϕlm (r)→ ϕlmj; πlm (r)→ 1
a
πlmj. (5.68)

Hence the Hamiltonian becomes

Hlm =
1

2a

ntot∑
j=1

[
π2
lmj +

(
j +

1

2

)2(ϕlm(j+1)

j + 1
− ϕlmj

j

)2

+

(
l (l + 1)

j2
+ a2M2

)
ϕ2
lmj

]
=

1

a

[
1

2

ntot∑
j=1

π2
lmj +

1

2

ntot∑
i,j=1

ϕlmi (Klm)ij ϕlmj

]
, (5.69)

and the commutation relations (based on equation (5.65)) read

[ϕlmj, πlmj′ ] = ıδjj′ . (5.70)

Thus, we have formally reduced each mode lm to a system of coupled oscillators

with a coupling matrix

(Klm)ij = δij

[
2 +

1

2j2
+
l (l + 1)

j2
+ a2M2

]
−δi(j+1)

(j + 1/2)2

j (j + 1)
− δ(i+1)j

(i+ 1/2)2

i (i+ 1)
. (5.71)
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When calculating the entanglement entropy of a solid sphere of radius R, we

trace out the sites j = 1, . . . , nout, keeping j = nout + 1, . . . , ntot (or vice versa), with

nout = R/a. (5.72)

For simplicity, we will also refer to nout as the radius of this sphere, though one

should bear in mind that this is in units of the ultraviolet cuto�. It is also possible

to trace out only a shell, with j = nin + 1, . . . , nout, or several concentric shells.

However, one is always restricted to spherically symmetric regions, whereas a cubic

grid allows one to either trace out or keep each site independently.

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the traced-out region in �at space with spherical
symmetry: when the sites (represented by points) j = 1, ...nout in the radial
dimension are traced out for every partial wave l,m, this amounts to eliminating
all degrees of freedom inside a sphere (generated by the coordinates θ and φ). The
plane of θ = π/2, generated by φ ∈ [0, 2π] (angular coordinate) and r ∈ [0,∞[
(radial), including the portion of it that is traced out (shaded), is highlighted, for
comparison with the corresponding hypersurface in the Einstein universe (see �gure
5.3).

Sum over partial waves Applying the technique from section 5.2 to the coupling

matrix (5.71), we �nd the entropy due to each partial wave, Slm. In order to ensure

that these contributions are additive, we must prove that the reduced state of the

whole �eld is a product of reduced states of the partial waves.

We know this to be the case for the ground state: the density matrix of the entire

�eld is a product of the ground states of the partial waves,
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ρ0 =
∏
l,m

(ρ0)lm . (5.73)

Each (ρ0)lm is a function of the values ϕlmj of a certain partial wave l,m at all the

sites j = 1, . . . , ntot:

(ρ0)lm = (ρ0)lm
(
ϕlm1, ...ϕlmntot , ϕ

′
lm1, ...ϕ

′
lmntot

)
. (5.74)

Taking the partial trace over an interval of the radial coordinate, that is, over certain

values of j, implies the integration

ρred =

ˆ [∏
l,m

∏
j

dϕlmj

]
ρ0. (5.75)

However, each of the ϕlmj over which we integrate appears only in the arguments of

the corresponding (ρ0)lm, so that we can write

ρred =
∏
l,m

[ˆ ∏
j

dϕlmj (ρ0)lm

]
, (5.76)

and the reduced state is indeed also a product:

ρred =
∏
l,m

(ρred)lm . (5.77)

The Slm are therefore additive:

S =
∑
l,m

Slm. (5.78)

In fact, the index m does not appear in the coupling matrix (5.71), so the entropy

of a partial wave does not depend on it:

Slm = Sl0 ∀m, (5.79)

and the total entanglement entropy becomes

S =
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)Sl0 ≡
∞∑
l=0

Sl. (5.80)

5.3.6 Curved background

Since we intend to study entanglement entropy in the spacetime of black holes

eventually, it is natural to introduce curvature to the background. However, there
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is also another reason: As we will discuss in section 6.2, the results from cubic and

spherical grids in �at space show that the dominant contribution to the entropy is

due to interactions whose range is of the order of the cuto�. The e�ect is therefore

insensitive to the large-scale geometry of the traced-out region, at least to di�erences

in its shape. What we intend to verify is whether the same holds for intrinsic

curvature.

For this purpose, one does not need an acutal black hole spacetime. Instead, we

choose a simple generalization of Minkowski spacetime, in which only the spatial

geometry is di�erent: the Einstein universe27, whose metric is given by

ds2 = −dt2 +R2
[
dα2 + sin2 α

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)]
, (5.81)

where

α ∈ [0, π] ; θ ∈ [0, π] ; φ ∈ [0, 2π[, (5.82)

and R is a constant. The angular variables θ and φ generate a two-sphere, as they

do in �at space, so that the decomposition into partial waves is still applicable. The

di�erence lies in the surface area of those spheres: instead of 4π (Rα)2, the surface

with �xed radius r = Rα has an area A (r) = 4πR2 sin2 α in this spacetime. If an

area law continues to hold, we expect the entropy to be proportional to the latter

(divided by the square of the ultraviolet cuto�).

The discretization in the radial dimension is also altered: in this spacetime, the

greatest possible distance from the origin is �nite, given by Rπ. Let this interval be

covered by ntot discrete points, implying a spacing (ultraviolet cuto�) a = Rπ/ntot.

The traced-out region, on the other hand, extends from the origin to a site nout,

so its radius is rout = Rπ (nout/ntot) and the area, Aout = 4πR2 sin2 [π (nout/ntot)].

Thus, the variable we expect to �nd in an area law is

Aout
a2

=
4

π
n2
tot sin2

[
π
nout
ntot

]
. (5.83)

Since this spacetime di�ers from the Minkowski universe only in the spatial

geometry, the statements leading up to equation (5.45) require only minor modi�cations.

The Hamiltonian for a scalar �eld in the Einstein universe becomes

H =
1

2

ˆ
R3 sin2 αdαdΩ

[
π2 (−→x ) +

1

R2

(
∂ϕ

∂α

)2

+
1

R2 sin2 α

[(
∂ϕ

∂θ

)2

+
1

sin2 θ

(
∂ϕ

∂φ

)2
]

+M2ϕ2 (~x)

]
. (5.84)

27This metric is a special case of Friedman-Robertson-Walker solutions, with constant scale
factor and Gaussian curvature k = +1.
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Figure 5.3: In the Einstein universe, the hypersurface with �xed angular coordinate
θ = π/2 is a two-sphere, generated by the coordinates φ ∈ [0, 2π] (angular) and
r = Rα ∈ [0, Rπ] (radial), instead of the in�nite plane one �nds in �at space (see
�gure 5.2). The �nite interval spanned by the radial coordinate is divided into ntot
discrete points. The �rst nout sites (shaded region) are then traced out, in order to
calculate the entanglement entropy.

Partial waves Here, let

ϕlm (α) ≡ R sinα

ˆ
dΩZlm (θ, φ)ϕ (−→x ) (5.85)

πlm (α) ≡ R sinα

ˆ
dΩZlm (θ, φ)π (−→x ) , (5.86)

so that ˆ [
π2
]
dΩR3 sin2 αdα =

∑
l,m

[ˆ
π2
lm (α)Rdα

]
, (5.87)

ˆ [
ϕ2
]
dΩR3 sin2 αdα =

∑
l,m

[ˆ
ϕ2
lm (α)Rdα

]
, (5.88)

ˆ [
1

R2

(
∂ϕ

∂α

)2
]
dΩR3 sin2 αdα =

∑
l,m

[ˆ
sin2 α

(
∂

∂α

ϕlm (α)

R sinα

)2

Rdα

]
(5.89)

and

´
1

R2 sin2 α

[(
∂ϕ
∂θ

)2
+ 1

sin2 θ

(
∂ϕ
∂φ

)2]
dΩR3 sin2 αdα

=
∑

l,m l (l + 1)

[´ (ϕlm(α)
R sinα

)2
Rdα

]
. (5.90)
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As in �at space, the Hamiltonian can be written as a sum,

H =
∑
l,m

Hlm, (5.91)

of the Hlm that govern each mode,

Hlm =
R

2

ˆ [
π2
lm (α) + sin2 α

(
∂

∂α

ϕlm (α)

R sinα

)2

+

(
l (l + 1)

R2 sin2 α
+M2

)
ϕ2
lm (α)

]
dα.

(5.92)

Discretization The appropriate prescription for the Einstein universe is

R→ antot

π
; α→ aj

R
= π

ntot
j ;

´
dα→ π

ntot

∑ntot
j=1 ;

g (α) ∂f(α)
∂α
→ gj+1/2

ntot

π
(fj+1 − fj) ;

ϕlm (α)→ ϕlmj ; πlm (α)→ 1
a
πlmj, (5.93)

which gives

Hlm =
1

2a

ntot∑
j=1

π2
lmj +

( π

ntot

)2
l (l + 1)

sin2
(

π
ntot

j
) + a2M2

ϕ2
lmj

+ sin2

(
π

ntot
(j + 1/2)

) ϕlm(j+1)

sin
(

π
ntot

(j + 1)
) − ϕlmj

sin
(

π
ntot

j
)
2 .(5.94)

We have again reduced the problem to that of coupled harmonic oscillators with

coupling matrix

(Klm)ij = δij

( π

ntot

)2
l (l + 1)

sin2
(

π
ntot

j
) + a2M2

+

[
sin2

(
π

ntot
(j + 1/2)

)
+ sin2

(
π

ntot
(j − 1/2)

)]
1

sin2
(

π
ntot

j
)


−δi(j+1)

sin2
(

π
ntot

(j + 1/2)
)

sin
(

π
ntot

(j + 1)
)

sin
(

π
ntot

j
)

−δj(i+1)

sin2
(

π
ntot

(i+ 1/2)
)

sin
(

π
ntot

(i+ 1)
)

sin
(

π
ntot

i
) . (5.95)
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The di�erence between this K and the corresponding matrix in �at space (equation

(5.71)) lies only in the factors sin
(

π
ntot

j
)
: replacing them by j, one recovers the

previous expressions. Since sin
(

π
ntot

ntot

)
= 0, the elements of K with i or j = ntot

must be left out in the calculation. However, we veri�ed that small changes, such as

including or excluding a single grid point, do not a�ect the results of the calculations

signi�cantly.

5.4 Numerical calculation

The calculations detailed in the previous section were implemented28 in Mathema-

tica®, to compute the entanglement entropy numerically in a number of situations.

In the following, we describe these setups, in particular introducing the variables

that characterize them, and discuss some points that have to be addressed before

any meaningful results about the entropy itself can be obtained.

The �rst test concerns the robustness of our calculation against small changes in

the discretization prescription, such as replacing x with a(j + 1) instead of aj, and

shows that the consequent changes are negligible (<1%). For each of the setups, we

also verify the symmetry theorem from section 2.3, which states that (a) tracing out

a region Ω and calculating the entropy of the reduced state of the remainder, Ω̄, and

(b) keeping Ω and tracing out Ω̄ give the same value for the entanglement entropy.

In particular, in the Einstein universe, this fact allows us to restrict ourselves to the

range nout ≤ ntot/2, since a given nout and another nout = ntot − nout represent the
same division of the system, therefore resulting in the same entropy.

Once we obtain numerical values for the entropy and verify that it obeys an area

law, we also estimate the accuracy of the value found for the coe�cient κ of that

law, by comparing the results found for di�erent values of the parameters. Although

this analysis is not su�cient to determine the error with any precision, it does show

that κ is at least an order of magnitude larger than its error, ensuring meaningful

results.

5.4.1 Flat space with cubic symmetry

We begin with the setup illustrated in �gure 5.4: a �nite region of �at three-

dimensional space that is covered by a cubic grid, consisting of xtot by ytot by

ztot sites with spacing a in each dimension. The traced-out region Ω is a smaller

rectangular parallelepiped that encompasses xext by yext by zext sites, with one vertex

at (xmin, ymin, zmin). We then introduce a hole in Ω, with sides xiext, yiext and ziext

and one vertex at (ximin, yimin, zimin), so that the trace is only taken over a hollow

shell, while keeping both its interior and the exterior. As remarked at the end

28Two examples of the code used in these simulations can be found in appendix B.
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of section 5.3.4, a cubic grid gives us complete freedom to choose which sites are

traced out. This allows us to test the robustness of our results under changes of

the geometry of the traced-out region, for instance by adding a tunnel through the

shell, which connects the inside and the outside.

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the parameters that describe the traced-out region on the
cubic lattice. (For simplicity, the z dimension is suppressed.) The grid consists of
xtot = 11 by ytot = 10 sites (represented by circles). The traced-out region (shaded)
is an xext by yext rectangle, located with one corner at xmin, ymin, in which there is a
hole (xiext by yiext, aligned at ximin, yimin). Furthermore, a section of width xtext is
removed from the �xed-y wall, so that a tunnel connects the inside and the outside.

The �rst parameter to be determined when planning the setup is the size of the

grid, xtotytotztot: because of its impact on the computational cost29, it should be as

small as it can be without a�ecting the result. Fortunately, the data (for example

�gure 6.4(left)) show that the entropy of a �xed region Ω only changes perceptibly

(>0.2%) when these parameters become so small that the horizon coincides exactly

with the boundary of the grid. This e�ect and its implications are discussed in

more detail in section 6.2, but for the purpose of determining the parameters, it is

su�cient to note that we must only choose the size of the grid and the position of

Ω such that there is always at least one site between their surfaces.

29The main concern is the duration of the calculation, but it is not the only one: the absolute
limit in this simulation was a 20 × 20 × 20 grid, which was found to exceed the memory of the
software.
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5.4.2 Spherical symmetry

In section 5.3.5, we introduce the parameters ntot, nout and nin, which characterize

the grid and the spherical shell which is traced out (see �gure 5.2), and derive a

technique for calculating the contribution Slm (= Sl0 ∀m) of each partial wave l,m

to the total entropy,

S =
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)Sl0 ≡
∞∑
l=0

Sl. (5.96)

Again, the �rst variable to be chosen is the number of grid points (in this case

only in the radial dimension), ntot. Comparing the Sl obtained for �xed l, nin and

nout, but with di�erent ntot (ranging from ntot = nout, of the order of 10, to several

hundred), one �nds again that the results are mostly independent of ntot (variations

of less than 1%). In this case, however, boundary e�ects appear already when the

distance between the outer surface of the traced-out region, nout, and the boundary

of the grid, ntot, decreases to approximately three grid points. This, too, is discussed

further in section 6.2. Until that point, we take ntot = 1.2nout in order to avoid ntot-

dependence without incurring excessive computational cost.

However, the cost is also increased by another fact: in principle, there are

in�nitely many contributions Sl to be calculated. In practice, the series must be

truncated at some point, which is why we now turn to the behaviour of the Sl as

a function of the index l, to determine whether the series will converge. Figure 5.5

shows that the Sl increase with growing l at �rst, up to some dominant contribution

Sldom at ldom. From that point on, Sl falls o� monotonically, reaching half its

maximum value at roughly 3.5ldom.

Figure 5.5: Entropy contributions Sl due to partial waves as a function of the index
l: (left) in �at space, for spherical shells with nin = 20 and di�erent outer radii nout,
and (right) in curved space, for a solid sphere with nout = 10, but di�erent ntot. In
the Einstein universe, there are considerable deviations from the smooth curve, but
they disappear when one uses odd values of ntot.
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This general behaviour does not change for di�erent values of the parameters;

only the values ldom and Sldom increase with nin and nout. However, we have not

conducted further inquiries into this phenomenon, since we consider other facets of

the problem more promising in terms of physical insights.

The fact that the Sl go to zero for large l suggests that the series may converge,

and �gure 5.6 supports this. We choose to truncate the series when it drops to a

certain fraction of its maximum value: at the �rst l > ldom such that Sl < t · Sldom.
When the parameter is t = 0.03, the entropy found in this way lies consistently about

5% below Sexact, the value extrapolated for t→ 0. In general, S, the partial sum of

the series when truncated with a given t, reaches (approximately) the same fraction

of Sexact for all values of nout and nin. This is the reason for choosing this truncation

criterion: it allows us to track how the entropy changes when other parameters are

altered without having to compute it to high precision in every case.

Figure 5.6: Convergence of the value found for S as a function of the truncation
parameter t, for two solid spheres with di�erent nout. (The entropy is divided by
n2
out to allow for an easier comparison.)

In a curved background, despite the additional factors in the coupling matrix

(5.95), the calculations lead to the same spectra of Sl as a function of l, and

the same truncation criterion applies. A notable di�erence arises for certain even

numbers of grid points, ntot: at several values of l, the contributions Sl suddenly

spike several orders of magnitude above the rest of the curve, as shown in �gure

5.5(right). However, the phenomenon disappears when ntot is changed to the next

odd value. This suggests that the deviations are most likely artifacts, and allows us

to circumvent the problem entirely by simply avoiding even values of ntot.
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6 Behaviour of the entropy

6.1 Area law

The most important result of our calculations is that the entanglement entropy

indeed obeys an area law,

S = κ
A

a2
, (6.1)

where A is the boundary area of the region that is being traced out, divided by

the square of the ultraviolet cuto� for dimensional reasons. We have also found the

numerical value of the proportionality constant κ, as detailed in the following.

6.1.1 Numerical results

Solid sphere in �at space The classic setup is �at space with spherical symmetry,

permeated by a massless scalar �eld. A solid sphere of radius R = nouta and,

consequently, surface area A/a2 = 4πn2
out is traced out, as shown in �gure 5.2. This

situation was studied numerically by Srednicki [7] and he found an area law with

the coe�cient κ given by30

κsph ≈ 0.024. (6.2)

Figure 6.1: Entropy of a spherical shell; (left) as a function of the outer radius
squared, for �xed inner radius, and (right) vice versa.

Spherical shell in �at space As a �rst step, we repeated that calculation, then

traced over a hollow spherical shell of �nite thickness, characterized by inner and

outer radii nin and nout, respectively. Figure 6.1 shows that S is a linear function

of n2
out and n

2
in, and the coe�cient in both cases is the same. In terms of Aout/a

2 =

30The author does not provide an estimate of the error of this value.
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4πn2
out and Ain/a

2 = 4πn2
in, we recover an area law,

Sshell = κshell
Aout + Ain

a2
, (6.3)

with31

κshell ≈ 0.022. (6.4)

This κ also holds for the solid sphere, which is the limiting case of nin = 0, and our

results are in good agreement with those of Srednicki.

Sphere in curved space Using the coupling matrix (5.95) in similar calculations,

one �nds the entropy of a spherical region in curved space. Although the area of

the boundary is now given by expression (5.83), the entropy is still proportional to

it, as evidenced by �gure 6.2. One can isolate the coe�cient

κcurv ≈ 0.0231. (6.5)

Figure 6.2: Entanglement entropy of a spherical region in Einstein universes with
di�erent curvature radii ntot; as a function of (left) the radius nout of the inaccessible
region, and (right) its boundary area, given by equation (5.83). We stress that
a given boundary area always corresponds to the same entropy, regardless of the
curvature of the background.

We stress that the entropy depends solely on the boundary area of the region

that we ignore, but not on its interior. Indeed, the latter can change depending on

the curvature of the background space, yet the entropy of spheres with the same

surface area is always the same. This is especially interesting in the context of the

dimensionality argument presented in section 4.3: although the Einstein universe is

31As noted in section 5.4, the error of this coe�cient for di�erent setups could only be estimated
very roughly, but it was found to be always at least an order of magnitude smaller than κ.
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characterized by a third constant with the dimension of length, namely its curvature

radius R, the entropy of the black hole still depends only on the combination A/a2,

its horizon area divided by the square of the ultraviolet cuto� of the theory.

Cubic grid When one traces out a solid parallelepiped on a cubic grid, the entropy

grows linearly when one increases the length of its side in the x direction, xext. The

same holds for yext and zext, as should be expected based on the symmetry under an

exchange of x, y and z. The most general expression for the entropy that is linear

in each parameter separately is

S = S0 + b (xext + yext + zext)

+c (xextyext + xextzext + yextzext) + d (xextyextzext) . (6.6)

The entropy is zero when none of the sites are traced out, that is, S0 = 0. For the

remaining coe�cients, the data indicate c ≈ 0.031, b ≈ −0.007 and d ≈ 0.002. Since

the surface area of the solid parallelepiped isAout = 2a2 (xextyext + xextzext + yextzext),

this re�ects, to good approximation, an area law, with

κparal ≈ 0.016. (6.7)

When one adds a xiext × yiext × ziext hole in the interior of a parallelepiped (as

illustrated in �gure 5.4), while keeping its outer dimensions �xed, there arises a

second interface between the traced-out region, Ω, and its complement, Ω̄. This is

re�ected by a second contribution to the entropy, which increases linearly with the

dimensions of the hole. Thus, this S is also of the form (6.6), in terms of xiext,

yiext and ziext. The corresponding S0 is given by the entropy when the size of the

hole is zero, that is, of the solid parallelepiped. Then the data indicate c ≈ 0.032,

while b < 10−2 and d < 10−3. Besides being much smaller than c, the values of b

and d vary considerably between setups (for instance, when one changes the size of

the parallelepiped in which the hole is placed), even alternating between positive to

negative. For this reason, we consider them artifacts, and assume b = d = 0.

This leads to a more general area law, contemplating both internal and external

surfaces,

A = Aout + Ain, (6.8)

and both with the same coe�cient:

κcub ≈ 0.016. (6.9)
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The area law holds for the entire interface between Ω and Ω̄, regardless its shape.

This remains true when one adds a tunnel connecting the exterior and the interior

of the hollow shell, as illustrated in �gure 5.4. Once one takes into account all the

changes in surface area that this modi�cation causes, one �nds that their sum is

proportional to the change in entropy. The coe�cient is ≈ 0.015, compatible with

the value found above for the area law on a cubic grid.

6.1.2 Value of κ

Before discussing physical implications of the coe�cients found above, we note that

the results for cubic and spherical symmetry are slightly, yet perceptibly di�erent.

This can be attributed to the di�erence between the discretization schemes, as

illustrated by the following scenario (see �gure 6.3):

Figure 6.3: When an (approximately) spherical region is constructed out of cubic
blocks, its e�ective surface area is larger than the equivalent smooth surface.
Projecting all the unit squares with the same orientation onto a single plane shows
that, in terms of the radius r, one has 6πr2 (six circles) instead of 4πr2 (sphere).

Suppose one were to trace out all the unit blocks on a cubic grid that lie inside

a sphere of radius r. Since the faces of these blocks lie in the xy, yz or xz planes,

instead of being parallel to the surface of the sphere, the actual surface area of the

traced-out region would be approximately 6πr2. On the other hand, if one were to

take the arguably more realistic approach of spherically symmetric discretization,

the area would be only 4πr2. Yet the entropy of a given region should be independent

of the discretization scheme, therefore the coe�cient for cubic symmetry must be

correspondingly smaller. The expected numerical factor of roughly 2/3 is in good

agreement with the data presented above.
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That said, we can establish from our results that, if A is the area of a surface

that is smooth on a length scale set by a, then κ in equation (6.1) is ≈ 0.02.

However, expression (4.21), for the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy as predicted by

black hole thermodynamics, appears to suggest that it should be 1/4, almost an

order of magnitude larger.

There have been attempts to explain this discrepancy as being related to the

number of �elds found in nature: if each non-interacting �eld (neglecting, for now,

its spin) adds a contribution of κA/a2 to the entropy of a black hole, then one

could reach the desired 1/4 by summing over about a dozen �elds. This point of

view also suggests other possibilities, such as restricting the number of �elds that

can exist � even if they are not �accessible� via interactions with the known �elds

� by demanding that the total entropy added up in this manner not exceed the

Bekenstein-Hawking value. In general, the implications of the existence of di�erent

�elds (and di�erent �species� of particles associated with them) for the problem of

black hole entropy are studied under the name of species puzzle.

However, even if one considers only one �eld, the discrepancy between the κ

found here and the expected 1/4 can be accounted for: as discussed in section 5.3.4,

the ultraviolet cuto� a of our model, representing the shortest wavelength it can

describe, must only be of the order of the Planck length, whereas the factor 1/L2
Pl

in the Bekenstein-Hawking formula arises from an exact derivation. Therefore, we

can simply choose a such that κ/a2 = 1/4L2
Pl, so that a single �eld generates the

Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. If N �elds are taken into account, the requirement

becomes

N
κ

a2
=

1

4

1

L2
Pl

, (6.10)

which is perfectly compatible with our results, as long as a/LPl
√
N has the right

value. However, a better understanding of why the ultraviolet cuto� has this value

may well require full quantum gravity.

6.1.3 Corrections to the area law

For the sake of completeness, we must mention at least two classes of situations in

which corrections to the area law do arise: higher spin �elds and excited states.

However, neither of these fall within the scope of this work, and we refer the

interested reader to other publications about the precise nature and possible in-

terpretations of these corrections, such as [18] and [19].
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6.2 Boundary e�ects

In section 5.4, we note that the entropy is mostly independent of the size of the

grid on which the traced-out region is de�ned. Beyond its relevance for �xing the

parameters for the numerical calculation, this fact also has physical implications:

it shows that the entropy does not depend on the infrared cuto� of the model, the

longest wavelength that can be represented on the grid. Srednicki [7] had already

obtained some results in this direction for a solid sphere, but he restricted himself

to sets of values such that ntot > 2nout. His reason for not using larger nout was that

the area law must be violated sooner or later as ntot → nout, since, when the two are

equal, the entire �eld is traced out, and the entropy drops to zero.

In our own calculations, we explore this transition. The traced-out region is

maintained unchanged, so that the entropy should be constant. Then the size of

the grid is decreased, eliminating one point at a time, until the frontier of the grid

reaches the horizon. The resulting changes in the entropy are tracked, because one

expects a drop in S upon eliminating degrees of freedom that are responsible for

the entropy. Thus, studying the boundary e�ects should provide insights into the

localization of the entanglement entropy.

6.2.1 Numerical results

Figure 6.4: Boundary e�ects (left) on a cubic grid, in the x dimension: a solid
parallelepiped with extension xext = 3 is moved to di�erent positions xmin on a grid
with xtot = 10 sites, until it touches the borders. (right) with spherical symmetry:
decreasing the grid size (ntot) around a sphere of �xed outer radius nout = 45 and
inner radius nin = 35 causes a drop in entropy when ntot approaches nout.

The results are most striking on a cubic grid: when a parallelepiped of �xed extension

xext
32 is moved to di�erent positions xmin, its entropy does not change even when

32The statements are made for the x dimension for the sake of simplicity, but they carry over
naturally to y and z.
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the boundaries of the traced-out region and the grid are adjacent (xmin − 1 = 1 or

xtot − (xmin + xext − 1) = 1). Only when the two coincide is there a drop in the

entropy, as shown in �gure 6.4(left).

This can be explained simply in terms of the area law: since one face of the

parallelepiped no longer lies inside the grid (see �gure 6.5), it does not contribute

to the entropy. Indeed, the drop in entropy is proportional to the decrease in area,

with the coe�cient given exactly by the κcub of the area law found above.

Figure 6.5: When the traced-out region is placed such that its surface, the horizon,
lies at the boundary of the grid , one of its sides is unaccounted for, and the entropy
decreases accordingly.

With spherical symmetry, both in �at and in curved space, the transition occurs

gradually over approximately three sites (�gure 6.4). A similar result was found by

Das et al. [18], although they investigated the phenomenon using a slightly di�erent

approach: still for a ground-state scalar �eld decomposed into spherical waves, they

modi�ed the coupling matrix (5.71), manually �turning o�� the interactions outside

a given window. When this happens within approximately 3 grid points on either

side of the horizon, Das et al. found a marked drop in the entropy. It is not clear

why the boundary e�ect is more �washed out� in spherical symmetry, but one should

expect the transition to become sharper as more terms of the Sl series are taken

into account, since in the limit of summing over all l, both the cubic grid and the

partial waves approach must lead to the same results.

One might suspect that this boundary e�ect is merely an artifact, due to our

choice to approximate the �eld by an array of coupled discrete oscillators. Indeed,

the prescription (5.47) for derivatives is the reason why the discretized Hamiltonian

(5.50) contains only next-neighbour couplings33, which in turn seems like a satisfactory

explanation the occurrence of a boundary e�ect on a length scale that is given by

the distance between these neighbours. However, the same phenomenon is also

observed when the entropy is calculated in continuous space, where the ultraviolet

33The same holds for the corresponding equations for spherical symmetry.
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cuto� appears as the limit of integration [6]. This additional evidence makes it more

likely that this is a legitimate physical e�ect.

6.2.2 Localization of the entropy and small wavelength dominance

The above results clearly indicate that the entropy is localized near the horizon.

There are several equivalent ways of stating this fact: for one, that short-distance

correlations (speci�cally entanglement), between degrees of freedom just inside and

just outside the horizon, are responsible for the appearance of the entropy. These

correlations are due to short-range interactions, mediated by small wavelengths,

which in turn correspond to high-energy modes. Any of these points of view may

be useful in interpreting the results.

There are also a number of interesting implications to this insight. One of

them concerns the area-dependence of S: if the entropy is due to short-distance

interactions, at wavelengths much smaller than the length scale of the entire horizon,

then each element of area dA must give the same contribution dS = κdA to entropy,

without any e�ects of the large-scale geometry. This can account for the fact that

the total entropy grows linearly with the area. The same e�ect also explains why

the infrared cuto� and the curved background of the Einstein universe do not a�ect

S: the entropy is due to interactions whose length scale is much smaller than the

total size of the grid and the radius of curvature, so that they are e�ectively �blind�

to it.

According to this reasoning, short-distance interactions are a su�cient condition

to ensure the validity of an area law, regardless of possible background curvature.

In particular, this justi�es our choice of restricting ourselves to �at space when

studying the entanglement entropy of black holes � at least as long as the ultraviolet

cuto� of the model is indeed much larger than the radius of spacetime curvature at

the horizon. In the limit of small black holes, we expect our description to break

down, and full quantum gravity to be required.

6.2.3 Contribution from longer-range interactions

In light of this importance of short-wave dominance, we should also note when it

breaks down. Das et al. [18] found one such instance: when applying the same

procedure described above, of eliminating interactions outside a certain �window�,

to excited states, they found some contribution from longer-range interactions.

This may be related to the fact that the area law does not hold for ordinary

thermodynamical systems. That discussion, however, goes well beyond the scope of

this work.
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6.3 Massive �eld

Figure 6.6: Entanglement entropy of a

solid sphere with nout = 30 in �at

space, as a function of the �eld mass M ,

multiplied by the discretization constant

a for dimensional reasons.

Unlike excited states and non-zero spin,

giving the �eld a non-zero mass M is a

step towards a more realistic situation

that requires only minor modi�cations

to the calculation. Perhaps because of

this, most of the results carry over: the

independence of the size of the grid,

the boundary e�ects, the spectra of

Sl × l in spherical symmetry, and the

area law itself. Only the coe�cient κ

changes: massive �elds account for less

entanglement entropy than a massless

�eld in the same situation, as shown in

�gure 6.6.

The picture of a discrete grid of

oscillators, whose components are entangled with each other across the horizon,

suggests a simple explanation for this e�ect. It is based on the concept of correlation

length, the characteristic distance over which two points in a �eld are typically

correlated, for instance via entanglement. This length is in�nite in the case of

massless �elds, and decreases as 1/M as the mass grows. When the �eld is modelled

by a discrete grid, if the correlation length becomes smaller than the distance

between nearest neighbours, there can be no more correlations, no entanglement,

ergo no entropy. The trend we observe can be understood as the transition from

zero mass to this situation, and its scale is set once again by the ultraviolet cuto�.

Indeed, the quantity that multiplies the mass term in the Hamiltonian (5.50) (and

the corresponding ones for spherical symmetry), and which therefore determines the

decrease of S, is the product aM (that is, in the context of the above explanation,

the ratio of the grid spacing to the correlation length, a/ (1/M)). Since the cuto�

a is of the order of the Planck length, whereas M is of the order of 10−17MPl for

the top quark, and even smaller for other known �elds, we always have aM � 1 (in

natural units), which implies that the change of S is negligible.

The data appear to indicate that even a �eld of one Planck mass would still

generate roughly half as much entropy as a massless one. However, one should bear

in mind that our model is based on theories that break down at the Planck scale,

and the numbers found for large masses are not reliable. We can only extrapolate

from tendencies observed in the low mass limit, which suggest that there will be

some decrease in the entropy due to mass.
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7 Conclusion

Our analysis of entanglement entropy shows that it provides a favourable cost-bene�t

ratio, as explanations go: even in an exceedingly simple setup - a ground-state scalar

�eld, in �at or uniformly curved space, with a boundary that is not imposed by

causality, but chosen at will - and without any extravagant concepts or formalisms

beyond those already familiar from general relativity and quantum �eld theory, it

generates entropy that obeys an area law, regardless of the shape of the traced-out

region and possible background curvature. The latter, in particular, will be relevant

in a future generalization to an actual black hole background. More importantly,

we conclude from our results that all these features, which one must demand in any

potential explanation for black hole entropy, arise because the e�ect is dominated by

short-range interactions. Thus, any phenomenon that can generate entropy based

on short-distance correlations has the potential to provide a mechanism for black

hole entropy.

However, the dominance of short-range interactions naturally requires a constant

to de�ne what is �short�, and the physical role this constant plays is somewhat

obscure. The Planck scale is the natural choice, since it provides a length scale

determined by constants of nature and marks the limit beyond which one must

employ full quantum gravity, but knowing the value of the constant does not neces-

sarily bring us any closer to understanding its meaning. One can try to gain some

insight into that matter from the results presented here. They show that the cuto�,

implemented in our model as the spacing a of a discrete grid, plays a twofold role

in the behaviour of entanglement entropy: for one, it determines the size of the

unit area that contributes one bit of entanglement entropy. Moreover, it sets the

scale for the localization of the entropy, in the sense that the dominant contribution

comes from degrees of freedom located within no more than ∼ 3a of the horizon.

Indirectly, this is also responsible for the mass dependence: if the mass of a �eld

is so large that interactions over distances greater than a are suppressed, then it is

unlikely to entangle even nearest neighbours on the grid, without which there is no

entropy. However, we feel this understanding of the role of the cuto� is far from

complete, and may warrant further investigation.

The above evidence seems to suggest that physics below the Planck scale may

actually be su�cient to explain the origin of a black hole's entropy, just as it can

account for its temperature34. This is only unsatisfactory in that it deprives us of

34In the simpli�ed situations studied in this work, the reduced state is not, in fact, thermal,
as discussed in section 5.2.3. Further research into why our model fails to reproduce this
particular feature would hopefully lead to a better understanding of this approach to black hole
thermodynamics.
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what we hoped would be an opportunity to observe phenomena pertaining to the

quantum gravity regime.

However, if this is indeed the mechanism that is responsible for black holes

behaving as if they possessed temperature and entropy, we feel it important to

stress that neither of those properties actually pertain to the hole itself, in the

sense of counting its microstates or measuring the change of the energy stored in

them. Rather, the mixed quantum state with a thermal distribution describes the

�elds around the hole. It merely arises because of the unusual causal structure that

constitutes the black hole. Hopefully, this insight, that the physical manifestation of

the branch of physics known as �black hole thermodynamics� is not restricted to the

gravitational phenomenon alone, will prove one step towards a deeper understanding

of this theory.
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A Mathematical identities

A.1 Gaussian integrals

A.1.1 Gaussian integral in one dimension

In its prototypical form, this identity is

ˆ +∞

−∞
dx exp

(
−a (x− x0)2 − c

)
=

√
π

a
exp (−c) , (A.1)

where a > 0, c and x0 are constants.

A.1.2 Gaussian integral in n dimensions

Let the argument of the integrand be a second-order polynomial of n variables,

x1, . . . , xn, over which the integration is performed:[
n∏
j=1

ˆ +∞

−∞
dxj

]
exp

(
−

n∑
j,l=1

xjAjlxl − 2
n∑
j=1

xjB̄j − C̄

)
, (A.2)

where An×n is real, symmetric and positive-de�nite (all eigenvalues are strictly

positive), and B̄j and C̄ are constants.

Given that A is real and symmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix S,

SST = STS = I, (A.3)

that diagonalizes A,

AD = SAST . (A.4)

Denoting the eigenvalues of A by aj, the diagonal matrix is

(AD)jl ≡ ajδjl, (A.5)

and

detA =
n∏
j=1

aj. (A.6)

We are furthermore assuming that all eigenvalues of A are strictly positive (non-

zero), so that

1

aj
δjl =

(
A−1D

)
jl
, (A.7)
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in terms of which the inverse of A is simply

A−1 = ST (AD)−1 S. (A.8)

Let

STy ≡ x SB̄ ≡ b, (A.9)

then

n∑
j,l=1

xjAjlxl = xTAx = yTS
(
STADS

)
STy = yTADy =

n∑
j=1

y2jaj, (A.10)

n∑
j=1

xjB̄j = xT B̄ = yTSB̄ =
n∑
j=1

yjbj (A.11)

and

n∏
j=1

dxj = | detST |
n∏
j=1

dyj =
n∏
j=1

dyj, (A.12)

so that

−
∑n

j,l=1 xjAjlxl − 2
∑n

j=1 xjB̄j − C̄

=
∑n

j=1

(
−ajy2j − 2bjyj

)
− C̄

=
∑n

j=1−aj
(
yj +

bj
aj

)2
+

b2j
aj
− C̄. (A.13)

The second to last term can be expressed as

n∑
j=1

b2j
aj

=
n∑

j,l=1

bj
1

aj
δjlbl = bTSA−1ST b = B̄TA−1B̄. (A.14)

The variables y thus allow us to write the integral in n-dimensional space as a

product of n one-dimensional Gaussian integrals:[∏n
j=1

´ +∞
−∞ dxj

]
exp

(
−
∑n

j,l=1 xjAjlxl − 2
∑n

j=1 xjB̄j − C̄
)

=
∏n

j=1

[´ +∞
−∞ dyj exp

(
−aj

(
yj +

bj
aj

)2)]
exp

(
+B̄TA−1B̄ − C̄

)
. (A.15)
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Since all eigenvalues aj are positive, we can substitute equation (A.1), �nding[∏n
j=1

´ +∞
−∞ dxj

]
exp

(
−
∑n

j,l=1 xjAjlxl − 2
∑n

j=1 xjB̄j − C̄
)

=
√

πn

detA
exp

(∑n
j,l=1 B̄j (A−1)jl B̄l − C̄

)
. (A.16)

A.1.3 Gaussian integral in n of N dimensions

We now consider an exponential whose argument is a product of two N -component

vectors, but which is integrated only over the �rst n variables:[
n∏
j=1

ˆ +∞

−∞
dxj

]
exp

(
−1

2
xTΩx− 1

2
x′TΩx′

)
, (A.17)

with xj = x′j for j = 1, . . . , n. We assume that Ω is real, symmetric and positive-

de�nite.

We begin by decomposing Ω into submatrices,

ΩN×N =

(
An×n Bn×(N−n)

BT
(N−n)×n C(N−n)×(N−n)

)
, (A.18)

so that

xTΩx =
n∑

j,l=1

xjAjlxl + 2
n∑
j=1

N∑
l=n+1

xjBjlxl +
N∑

j,l=n+1

xjCjlxl. (A.19)

Then the argument of the exponential takes the same form as in equation (A.16):

−1

2
xTΩx− 1

2
x′TΩx′ = −

n∑
j,l=1

xjAjlxl − 2
n∑
j=1

xjB̄j − C̄, (A.20)

with the n-component vector B̄ given by

B̄j =
1

2

N∑
l=n+1

Bjl (xl + x′l) , (A.21)

and

C̄ =
1

2

N∑
j,l=n+1

(
xjCjlxl + x′jCjlx

′
l

)
. (A.22)

Furthermore, A is positive-de�nite and invertible (see proof below), so that the

identity (A.16) can be used.
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The �rst term in the argument of the exponential is

n∑
j,l=1

B̄j

(
A−1

)
jl
B̄l =

1

4

N∑
j,l=n+1

(
xj + x′j

) (
BTA−1B

)
jl

(xl + x′l) . (A.23)

For notational convenience, we introduce the (N − n)× (N − n) matrices

β =
1

2
BTA−1B γ = C − β, (A.24)

and note that x now represents an (N − n)-component vector, (xn+1, . . . , xN). Thus,

∑n
j,l=1 B̄j (A−1)jl B̄l − C̄ =

1

2
(x+ x′)

T
β (x+ x′)− 1

2
xTCx− 1

2
x′TCx′

= −1

2

(
xTγx+ x′Tγx′

)
+ xTβx′, (A.25)

using the fact that β is symmetric as well. Therefore, �nally,[∏n
j=1

´ +∞
−∞ dxj

]
exp

(
−1

2
xTΩx− 1

2
x′TΩx′

)
=
√

πn

detA
exp

(
−1

2

[
xTγx+ x′Tγx′

]
+ xTβx′

)
, (A.26)

under the conditions and using the de�nitions given in the derivation.

Proof that A is positive-de�nite and invertible We assume that ΩN×N is

real, symmetric and positive-de�nite. This implies that there exists a matrix U that

makes

ΩD ≡ UΩUT (A.27)

diagonal, and that the eigenvalues of Ω are strictly positive:

ωk > 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , N. (A.28)

The rows of U are given by the eigenvectors of Ω, which we will denote by

u
(k)
i ≡ Uki ∀i, k = 1, . . . , N. (A.29)

They form a complete set, which spans the space of N -dimensional vectors: any

N -component vector w can be expanded as

wi =
N∑
k=1

[
N∑
j=1

wju
(k)
j

]
u
(k)
i ≡

N∑
k=1

cku
(k)
i . (A.30)
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In particular, if only the �rst n components of w are non-zero, its expansion coe�cients

can also be written as

ck =
n∑
j=1

wju
(k)
j . (A.31)

Note that the only vector whose ck are all zero is the null vector.

Now, we de�ne the n× n submatrix A, given by

Aij = Ωij =
N∑
k=1

ωku
(k)
i u

(k)
j ∀i, j = 1, . . . , n. (A.32)

Like Ω, it is real and symmetric, and consequently diagonalizable. Let s(l) be its

eigenvectors and al the corresponding eigenvalues:

n∑
j=1

Aijs
(l)
j = als

(l)
i ∀i = 1, . . . , n. (A.33)

We can assume without loss of generality that the s(l) are orthonormal,

n∑
i=1

s
(k)
i s

(l)
i = δkl ∀k, l = 1, . . . , n, (A.34)

so that we can isolate

al =
n∑

i,j=1

s
(l)
i Aijs

(l)
j

=
N∑
k=1

ωk

[
n∑
i=1

s
(l)
i u

(k)
i

]2

=
N∑
k=1

ωk
(
ckl
)2
. (A.35)

The ckl are expansion coe�cients of the form introduced in equation (A.31); they

are real, so that
(
ckl
)2 ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , N . Furthermore, since the vectors s(l) form

a basis, and can therefore not be identically zero, at least one of the factors
(
ckl
)2

for any given l must be strictly positive. Finally, equation (A.28) establishes that

ωk > 0 ∀k = 1, . . . , N . Consequently,

al > 0 ∀l = 1, . . . , n, (A.36)

all eigenvalues of A are strictly positive. Considering also that A is diagonalizable,

it follows that it is invertible.
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A.2 One-oscillator thermal density operator in the position

representation

We will show that the normalized density matrix

ργ,β (x, x′) =

√
γ − β
π

exp
[
−γ

2

(
x2 + x′2

)
+ βxx′

]
= 〈x|ργ,β|x′〉 (A.37)

describes a simple harmonic oscillator with mass m = 1 and frequency

ω =
√
γ2 − β2, (A.38)

in a mixed state corresponding to a temperature

T = ω/ ln

(
γ + ω

β

)
. (A.39)

In order to prove this, one could begin with the known thermal density matrix

in terms of energy eigenstates, given by equation (2.58):

ρT = Z−1
∞∑
n=0

exp (−En/T ) |n〉〈n|. (A.40)

In the position representation, this becomes

ρT (x, x′) =

√
mω/π

1− exp (−ω/T )
exp

(
−1

2
mωx2 − 1

2
mωx′2

)
×
∞∑
n=0

1

n!2n
exp (−nω/T )Hn

(√
mωx

)
Hn

(√
mωx′

)
. (A.41)

However, transforming this expression into ργ,β requires extensive calculations. In-

stead, we begin with expression (A.37) and prove that the wave functions ϕn (x) ≡
〈x|n〉 of stationary states are eigenfunctions of the density operator, and that the

eigenvalues pn are the probabilities of �nding |n〉 in a mixture at temperature T , if

ω and T are related to γ and β by the expressions given above. That is, we will �rst

prove that

ˆ
dx′〈x|ργ,β|x′〉〈x′|n〉 = pn〈x|n〉. (A.42)

According to equation (2.52), the wave functions are

ϕn (x) ≡ 〈x|n〉 =
1√
n!2n

(ω
π

)1/4
exp

(
−1

2
ωx2

)
Hn

(√
ωx
)
, (A.43)
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so the integral on the left-hand side of equation (A.42) is

In (x) ≡
ˆ
dx′
√
γ − β
π

exp
[
−γ

2

(
x2 + x′2

)
+ βxx′

]
× 1√

n!2n

(ω
π

)1/4
exp

(
−1

2
ωx′2

)
Hn

(√
ωx′
)
. (A.44)

Then

In (x) =
1√
n!2n

(ω
π

)1/4√γ − β
π

exp
[
−γ

2
x2
]
Jn (x) , (A.45)

with

Jn (x) ≡
ˆ
dx′ exp

[
−γ + ω

2
x′2 + βxx′

]
Hn

(√
ωx′
)
. (A.46)

We use the generating function of the Hermite polynomials,

exp
[
−λ2 + 2λz

]
=
∞∑
n=0

λn

n!
Hn (z) , (A.47)

to write

∞∑
n=0

λn

n!
Jn (x) =

ˆ
dx′ exp

[
−γ + ω

2
x′2 + βxx′

]
exp

[
−λ2 + 2λ

√
ωx′
]
. (A.48)

The argument of the exponential can be rearranged as

−γ + ω

2

(
x′ − βx+ 2λ

√
ω

γ + ω

)2

+
(βx+ 2λ

√
ω)

2

2 (γ + ω)
− λ2, (A.49)

and we can apply formula (A.1) to evaluate the integral:

∞∑
n=0

λn

n!
Jn (x) =

√
2π

γ + ω
exp

[
−λ2 +

4λ2ω + 4λ
√
ωβx+ β2x2

2 (γ + ω)

]
. (A.50)

Di�erentiating n times with respect to λ and setting λ = 0, we isolate

Jn (x) =

√
2π

γ + ω

[
dn

dλn
exp

[
−λ2 +

4λ2ω + 4λ
√
ωβx+ β2x2

2 (γ + ω)

]]
λ=0

. (A.51)

The argument of this exponential can be written as

−γ − ω
γ + ω

(
λ−
√
ωβx

γ − ω

)2

+
γ + ω

2
x2, (A.52)
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and we de�ne

λ′ ≡
√
γ − ω
γ + ω

(
λ−
√
ωβx

γ − ω

)
d

dλ
=

√
γ − ω
γ + ω

d

dλ′
, (A.53)

so that

Jn (x) =

√
2π

γ + ω

(
γ − ω
γ + ω

)n/2
exp

(
γ + ω

2
x2
)

· ×
[
dn

dλ′n
exp

(
−λ′2

)]
λ′=−

√
ωβx/
√
γ2−ω2

. (A.54)

Another useful property of the Hermite polynomials is that

Hn (z) = (−1)n exp
(
z2
) dn
dzn

exp
(
−z2

)
, (A.55)

from which it follows that

dn

dλ′n
exp

(
−λ′2

)
= exp

(
−λ′2

)
(−1)nHn (λ′) = exp

(
−λ′2

)
Hn (−λ′) . (A.56)

Substituting,

Jn (x) =

√
2π

γ + ω

(
γ − ω
γ + ω

)n/2
exp

[(
γ + ω

2
− ωβ2

γ2 − ω2

)
x2
]
Hn

( √
ωβx√
γ2 − ω2

)
,

(A.57)

and using this expression in (A.45), we obtain

In (x) =
1√
n!2n

(ω
π

)1/4√γ − β
π

√
2π

γ + ω

(
γ − ω
γ + ω

)n/2
× exp

[(
ω

2
− ωβ2

γ2 − ω2

)
x2
]
Hn

( √
ωβx√
γ2 − ω2

)
. (A.58)

The integral is proportional to ϕn (x), that is, the wave function of a stationary state

is an eigenfunction of ργ,β, if

β =
√
γ2 − ω2. (A.59)

Then (
γ − ω
γ + ω

)1/2

=

√
γ2 − ω2

γ + ω
=

β

γ + ω
≡ ξ (A.60)

and

2
γ − β
γ + ω

= 1 +
γ − ω
γ + ω

− 2
β

γ + ω
= 1 + ξ2 − 2ξ = (1− ξ)2 , (A.61)

so that

In (x) = (1− ξ) ξnϕn (x) = pnϕn (x) . (A.62)
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The eigenvalues are of the same form as the probabilities of �nding energy eigenstates

in a thermal mixture, given by equation (2.56). A comparison of the expressions

implies that the temperature is

T = ω/ ln

(
γ + ω

β

)
. (A.63)

Thus, we have ˆ
dx′〈x|ργ,β|x′〉〈x′|n〉 = pn〈x|n〉, (A.64)

and, since ˆ
dx′|x′〉〈x′| = I =

∞∑
m=0

|m〉〈m|, (A.65)

this implies that

pn〈x|n〉 = 〈x|ργ,β|n〉 =
∞∑
m=0

〈x|m〉〈m|ργ,β|n〉 =
∞∑
m=0

〈x|m〉δmnpn. (A.66)

Since this holds for all |n〉, which form a basis, we can isolate

〈m|ργ,β|n〉 = δmnpn, (A.67)

and consequently

ργ,β =
∞∑
n=0

pn|n〉〈n| = ρT , (A.68)

the two density matrices describe the same state.

B Code for numerical calculations

This section contains examples of the code used to implement the calculations

developed in section 5, designed for the command-line interface of the Mathema-

tica® standalone kernel (version 7.0). We restrict ourselves to two examples, which

represent slightly di�erent algorithms, but they can be customized (for instance to

include di�erent sets of independent variables or to produce di�erent outputs) with a

basic understanding of the underlying programming language. Most of the variables

used in the code are de�ned in subsections 5.2 and 5.4, and additional explanations

have been inserted as comments (formatted as (*comment*)) where necessary. To

simplify the input in the command line, one �rst de�nes a function, ent, such that

it returns the entropy of a certain setup (for instance a spherical shell in �at space).

Then ent can be called repeatedly, with the parameters (such as nin and nout) of

di�erent situations as input.
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B.1 Cubic grid

The following code de�nes the function ent for a solid parallelepiped on a cubic grid.

The input variables in this version are xmin and xext, which determine the position

and the extension in the x dimension of the traced-out region.

ent:=Function[{xmin,xext},

(*part 1: set variables and de�ne functions*)

m=0; (*massless �eld*)

tot=10; xtot=tot; ytot=tot; ztot=tot; (*number of grid points in each dimension*)

min=3; ymin=min; zmin=min; (*position of traced-out region in y and z dimensions*)

ext=4; yext=ext; zext=ext; (*extension of traced-out region in y and z dimensions*)

si=Simplify[ If[Abs[#]<(10^-10), 0, -Log[1-(#/(1+Sqrt[1-#^2]))] -Log[#/(1+Sqrt[1-#^2])]

(#/(1+Sqrt[1-#^2]))/ (1-(#/(1+Sqrt[1-#^2])))]&];

(*implements equation (5.37), giving the entropy contribution of each eigenvalue of β′*)

(*part 2: generate coupling matrix*)

trace=ConstantArray[0,{xtot,ytot,ztot}];

indtrac=0; indkeep=0; ntot=xtot*ytot*ztot;

(*The trace array assigns a single sequential index to each grid point, as suggested at the end

of section 5.3.4. Sites with indices from 1 through indtrac=ntot-indkeep are traced out, while

indtrac+1 through ntot are kept.*)

For[x=1,x<=xtot,x++,

For[y=1,y<=ytot,y++,

For[z=1,z<=ztot,z++,

If[((xmin<=x<xmin+xext)&&(ymin<=y<ymin+yext)&&(zmin<=z<zmin+zext))(*At this point,

one can insert a second condition to generate a hole in the traced-out region, of the form

&&!(condition for a point to lie in the hole).*),

indtrac++; trace[[x,y,z]]=indtrac,

trace[[x,y,z]]=ntot-indkeep; indkeep++] ] ]];

k=ConstantArray[0,{ntot,ntot}]; (*coupling matrix*)

For[x=1,x<=xtot,x++,

For[y=1,y<=ytot,y++,

For[z=1,z<=ztot,z++,

k[[ trace[[x,y,z]],trace[[x,y,z]] ]]=N[6+m^2];

If[x>1,k[[ trace[[x,y,z]],trace[[x-1,y,z]] ]]=N[-1]];

If[x<xtot,k[[ trace[[x,y,z]],trace[[x+1,y,z]] ]]=N[-1]];

If[y>1,k[[ trace[[x,y,z]],trace[[x,y-1,z]] ]]=N[-1]];

If[y<ytot,k[[ trace[[x,y,z]],trace[[x,y+1,z]] ]]=N[-1]];

If[z>1,k[[ trace[[x,y,z]],trace[[x,y,z-1]] ]]=N[-1]];

If[z<ztot,k[[ trace[[x,y,z]],trace[[x,y,z+1]] ]]=N[-1]]; ]]];

(*part 3: compute β′, which characterizes the reduced state*)

{eivalk,u}=Eigensystem[k]; (*eigenvalues and -vectors of the coupling matrix*)
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kdiag=DiagonalMatrix[eivalk];

omega= Transpose[u].MatrixPower[kdiag,1/2].u;

a=omega[[1;;indtrac,1;;indtrac]];

b=omega[[indtrac+1;;ntot,1;;indtrac]];

c=omega[[indtrac+1;;ntot,indtrac+1;;ntot]];

beta=(1/2)Transpose[b].Inverse[a].b;

gamma=c-beta;

{eivalgamma,v}=Eigensystem[gamma]; (*eigenvalues and -vectors of gamma*)

gammadiag=DiagonalMatrix[eivalgamma];

gammasqrt=ConstantArray[0,{indkeep,indkeep}];

For[i=1,i<=indkeep,i++,gammasqrt[[i,i]]=(gammadiag[[i,i]])^(-1/2)];

betaprime= gammasqrt.v.beta.Transpose[v].gammasqrt ;

(*part 4: compute entropy*)

listsi=Map[si,Eigenvalues[betaprime]];

s=Re[Sum[Part[listsi,i],{i,indkeep}]] (*this variable is returned as the output of the function

ent*)]

Then the entropy for xmin = 3 and xext = 4, for example, can be computed by

calling

In[2]:= ent[3,4]

Out[2]:= 1.976

B.2 Spherical symmetry

The algorithm in this case is similar to that for a cubic grid; the main di�erence

being the iteration over the partial wave index l (until some truncation criterion is

met) to compute the series of contributions Sl (equation (5.80)). In order to allow

for plots like �gure 5.5, the program prints out this series (listsl) along with the total

value of the entropy.

A more technical di�erence is that we do not relabel the sites (as we did in the

cubic case), but simply use the radial index to designate the rows and columns of Ω.

Hence, when describing a hollow shell, the sites with indices i = nin + 1, ...nout must

be traced out, while both 1, ...nin and nout + 1, ...ntot are kept, which requires some

rearranging of the matrices (see below). This version of the code also contains the

option traceshell, which determines whether the shell (radial indices i = nin+1, ...nout)

is traced out while the remainder is kept (traceshell=1) or vice versa (0). Comparing

the results in both cases allows one to verify that the entropy is una�ected by the

choice, as predicted by the symmetry theorem.
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ent:=Function[{nout,nin,traceshell},

(*part 1: set variables and de�ne functions*)

m=0; (*massless �eld*)

t=0.03; (*truncation parameter*)

lmax=3000; (*override truncation to prevent in�nite calculations in case of bad parameters*)

ntot=IntegerPart[1.2*nout]+1; (*total grid points in radial direction*)

indkeep=ntot-nout+nin;

indtrac=nout-nin;

entropy=0; (*initial value for summation*)

sl=1; (*initial value is set non-zero, so that the comparison �sl>t*Max[listasl]� gives �true�*)

listsl={}; (*stores all Sl*)

If[(indkeep==0)||(indtrac==0),Goto[empty]]; (*if nothing is traced out*)

si=Simplify[If[Abs[#]<(10^-10),0,-Log[1-(#/(1+Sqrt[1-#^2]))]-Log[#/(1+Sqrt[1-#^2])](#/(1+Sqrt[1-

#^2]))/(1-(#/(1+Sqrt[1-#^2])))]&];

(*implements equation (5.37), giving the entropy contribution of each eigenvalue of β′*)

For[l=0,(l<lmax)&&(sl>t*Max[listasl]),l++, (*iteration over l*)

(*part 2: generate coupling matrix*)

k= N[Table[KroneckerDelta[i,j](2+1/(2j^2)+(l+1)*l/j^2+m^2)

-KroneckerDelta[i,j+1](j+1/2)^2/(j^2+j)

-KroneckerDelta[j,i+1](i+1/2)^2/(i^2+i),{i,ntot},{j,ntot}]];

(*part 3: compute β′, which characterizes the reduced state*)

{eivalk,u}=Eigensystem[k]; (*eigenvalues and -vectors of the coupling matrix*)

kdiag=DiagonalMatrix[eivalk];

omega= Transpose[u].MatrixPower[kdiag,1/2].u;

(*rearrange matrices*)

c=ConstantArray[0,{indkeep,indkeep}];

c[[1;;nin,1;;nin]]=omega[[1;;nin,1;;nin]];

c[[1;;nin,nin+1;;indkeep]]=omega[[1;;nin,nout+1;;ntot]];

c[[nin+1;;indkeep,1;;nin]]=omega[[nout+1;;ntot,1;;nin]];

c[[nin+1;;indkeep,nin+1;;indkeep]]=omega[[nout+1;;ntot,nout+1;;ntot]];

b=ConstantArray[0,{indtrac,indkeep}];

b[[1;;indtrac,1;;nin]]=omega[[nin+1;;nout,1;;nin]];

b[[1;;indtrac,nin+1;;indkeep]]=omega[[nin+1;;nout,nout+1;;ntot]];

a=omega[[nin+1;;nout,nin+1;;nout]];

If[traceshell==1,

beta=(1/2)Transpose[b].Inverse[a].b; gamma=c-beta; dim=indkeep,

beta=(1/2)b.Inverse[c].Transpose[b]; gamma=a-beta; dim=indtrac];

v=Map[Normalize,Eigenvectors[gamma]];

vinv=Transpose[v];

gammadiag=Re[v.gamma.vinv];

For[i=1,i<=dim,i++,
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If[gammadiag[[i,i]]<0,Print["Gamma error at l=",l," i=",i," eigenvalue: ",gammadiag[[i,i]]]]];

(*checks for negative eigenvalues*)

gammasqrt=MatrixPower[gammadiag,-1/2];

betaprime= gammasqrt.v.beta.vinv.gammasqrt;

(*part 4: compute entropy*)

listsi=Map[si,Eigenvalues[betaprime]];

sl=(2l+1)*Re[Sum[Part[listsi,i],{i,dim}]];

listsl=Append[listsl,sl];

entropy+=sl];

If[l==lmax-1,Print["lmax exceeded"]];

Label[empty];

Print["Partial wave contributions (S_l): ",listsl];

Print["Entropy: ", entropy]]

The above code contains the coupling matrix for spherical symmetry in �at space

(expression (5.71)), but the generalization to a curved background is straightforward:

ntot is no longer set to 1.2nout, but an independent variable, and the Kij are given

by expression (5.95), excluding the indices i = 0 and ntot to avoid divergences.

When studying even values of ntot, there is also the problem of deviant Sl (see �gure

5.5(right)): since they tend to trigger the truncation criterium Sl < t · Sldom before

the series has actually begun to converge, one should either set t to a large value or

remove the condition altogether, using instead l<lmax alone.
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